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Abstract 

Wireless communication is currently enjoying unprecedented popularity, and the present 

trend indicates an exponential growth rate. Both GSM, the traditional and now ma

ture ceUular architecture, and UMTS, the internat ional 3G standard, are hampered by 

their need for the installation of expensive and unsightly base-stations, which have to 

be hard-wired to a central switching station. 

A new network concept, the ad hoc network, does away with the need for these base

stations, and all local communication is done on a multi-hop, peer-to-peer basis. This 

does of course present. a significant engineering problem, as the removal of the central

ized controllers (base stations) necessitates that all decisions related to, for example: 

routing, MAC and power control need to be done at the node. 

This dissertation discusses the concept of an ad hoc network, and specifically focuses 

on power control in a system with a CDMA air interface. Power control is a technique 

whereby the transmission power of a node is constantly adjusted., normally with the 

aim of minimizing the interference to other nodes while still maintaining a signal level 

that will achieve successful communication. Benefits of this include increased network 

capacity and throughput, usually coupled. with an increase in battery lifetime. Due to 

the lack of any centralized radio network controller, a fully distributed scheme needs to 

be developed., whereby each node adjusts its power based only on information locally 

available. 
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Due to the relative infancy of t he topic, very little literat ure exi5ts on power control in 

ad hoc networks using a distributed non-clustering ba.t;ed upproa.ch, and new methods 

are presented based on a scheme developed for cellular networks. In order to conserve 

the limited available bandwidth, a single-bit adaptive signalling scheme is implemented 

whereby a node will attempt to control the pov,·er of a subset of its surrounding nodes. 

Methods for determining which nodes belong in this subset are introduced, and the 

entire system simulated in a custom designed environment. Techniques for determining 

the controlling connectivity for a node are also presented , and their effect on the system 

perfor mance are investigated. Some of the metrics used to classify the performance of 

the network include system outage and convergence speed, as well as overall network 

connectivity. 

A model for an ad hoc network with predefined connectivity is presented , and an 

optimum transmit power vector derived.. A standard mterference junction power control 

algorithm is deduced, and tested in sample networks. It was shown that when the 

system is feasible , in the absence of shadow fading and mobility, the proposed power 

control algorithm is able to exactly converge to the calculated ideal power vector, and 

when mobility and slow fading are introduced the algorithm is able to track the channel 

changes. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Wire less net works 

Demand for untethered. global communication is rising exponentially. Wireless com

munication growth is Qutpacing wireline installations by at least an order of magnitude, 

and cellular technology in the form of 3G is currently being rolled out world-wide. The 

freedom of mobility associated with wireless radio communication is a. convenience that 

has very rapidly become integral in a. large percentage of the planet's developed, and 

increasingly so, developing nations. Civilization has become progressively more reliant 

on real- time communication and information retrieval, and the cellular telephone, for 

example, is now no longer considered a luxury item , rather it has become a necessity. 

Traditional cellular systems are into their third evolution, and have matured. as a tech

nology since the first inception of analogue wireless communication in the 1980's. Most 

new and developing sta!ldards are designed from the beginning to be inter~operable , 

and research into making cellular systems more efficient (and thus more cost effective) 

is at a peak. Digital communication offers many improvements over older analogue 

based schemes; compression and coding enhancements allow much greater data rates 

over unreliable fading channels [1]. 

1 
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However, cellular systems are hampered by several major limitations. One of the key 

components of the cellular system is the base-station. These large physicl\\ st.ructures 

are not only very expensive to install, but also are extremely unsightly and generally 

are not a welcome addition to a neighbourhood. Disguising them as palm-trees only 

very slightly detracts from their ugliness. Unfortunately, the cellular system by its very 

nature relies totally on these base stations which also have to be hard-wired to local 

switching stations; removal of the base stations is not an option with current technology 

and development. 

1.2 Types of wireless networks 

Since the discovery and subsequent taming of radio technology, increasingly more s0-

phisticated methods have been used to provide the human species with the commu

nication that is so desired. In the last two decades, the focus has heen on a highly 

structured cellular-type 'architecture, with user mobility supported through the intro

duction of wireless capabilities on the last-link. More recently though, research has 

branched out into more diverse network types, and a few of these are presented. 

1.2.1 Cellular networks 

The basic goal of the cellular wireless network is to enable point-to-point wireless tele

phony (and now data services). If a common radio carrier frequency was used for all 

the mobiles, then signal levels would need to be very high to overcome all the interfer

ence generated. Instead the geographical distribution is divided up into smaller areas, 

referred to as cel~. By breaking the total coverage area into cells, and assigning dif

ferent carrier frequencies to each cell, the interference experienced at a base station is 

only due to the mobiles in that cell. Neighbouring cells operate on slightly different 

frequencies , and due to the signal level attenuating exponentially with distance, the 

same frequency can be re-used in another cell that is located far enough away from 
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cells with the same carrier frequency. Fig. 1.1 indicates a typical cellular system with 

a frequency re-use factor of 7. 

Figure 1.1: Idealized cellular architecture with frequency reuse of 1/ 7 as used, for 
example, in GSM 

A detailed description of the functioning of a cellular network is complicated, and is 

not within the scope of this dissertation. Without going into unnecessary particulars, 

the fundamental operation of t.he ct:llular network is as follows: typically, a mobile 

will establish a connection with the local base-station and the call data will then be 

forwarded through the local switching stations via a dedicated hard-wired link to the 

base station of the recipient mobile. User mobility is supported due to the wireless 

nat ure of the last.link. 
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First generation 

One of the more successful of the first wireless communication systems, AMPS, the 

Advanced Mobile Phone System developed by Bell Telephone System, used analogue 

frequency modulation (FM) techniques for voice communication, and also incorporated 

digital control signals. It was characterized by analogue voice only transmission, using 

frequency division multiple access (FDMA) with 30kHz separation per channel and a 

re-use factor of 1/ 7. This leads to a spectrum allocation of 7 x 30 kHz = 210 kHz . The 

required signal-to-interference ratio (Srn) was 18 dB, and this resulted in an operator 

only being able to service 60 calls per cell in a 12.5 MHz allocated band. 

Second generation 

The low capacity associated with the first generation schemes, coupled with the rapid 

increase in the number of wireless subscribers and the different standards' inherent tech

nological incompatibiHties necessitated development of more efficient, digital, commu

nication systems. One of the advantages offered by digital communication is increased 

network capacity through the use of data compression algorithms and sophisticated 

coding techniques 12J. The dominant standard for second generation (2G) cellular com

munication is the Global System for Mobile communication (GSM), [3J. The North 

American TOMA (time division multiple access) digital standard 1S-136 uses digital 

control channels and allows value added services such as short message service (5M5) 

etc. [4]. 18-136 increases the capacity by mult iplexing more users onto the 30kHz 

AMPS channels. 

A third 2G standard, 1~95 (also known as cdmaOne), was introduced in the United 

States of America Unlike GSM and 15-136 which use TOMA as their core multiple 

access method , IS-95 uses code division multiple access (COMA). This is a technique 

whereby a user's transmitted bit stream is multiplied by a pseudo-random code sig

nal with a significantly greater rate. The effect of this is to smear the signal in the 
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frequency domain, hence the term spread-spectrum. Some of the benefits of COMA 

include increased capacity due to voice activity detection and a common frequency for 

all cells, leading to a frequency reuse factor of unity [5, 6]. 

Although cdmaOne is in theory a more promising technology choice than TDMA [7], 

its implementation is significantly mOre difficult and has failed to capture world-wide 

attention and market penetration like GSM has. 

Third generation (3G) 

The goal of 3G is to provide a wide variety of multimedia services; voice, video and 

data all on the same network, seamlessly. Even though CDMA was not particularly 

successful in its IS-95 incarnation, its theoretical benefits could not be overlooked, and 

the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) decided on CD~1A as the multiple 

access mechanism 9£ choice for the 3G standard, IMT-2000. Once again Europe and the 

United States have slightly different views on the particular CDMA implementation, 

with America choosing· cdma2000 which is backwards compatible with their legacy 

IS-95 cellular network. Wideband CDMA (W-CDMA) is the CDMA variant chosen by 

the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETS!) for their 3G standard, 

the Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS), and is able to suppOrt the 

entrenched GSM market. 

1.2.2 YV1LP>~ 

Cellular networks operate in (increasingly more expensive) licensed spectrum, and they 

are useful for communicating across large distances. In South Africa, GSM, the 2G 

choice for all the cellular operators, was initially designed with voice traffic in mind. 

Although the technology has since been extended to data transmission the data rates 

are relatively low, reaching a theoretical peak (though practically illlattainable) rate of 

171.2 kbps using GPRS (general packet radio service). Other 2.5G technologies such as 
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HSCSD {high speed circuit switched data} also allow greater data rates. 

Third generation systems are designed from the ground up to support high speed data, 

and the standard specifies rates of up to 2 ).fups. Vv1tile these data rates may be high 

enough for the transferring of small amounts of data, large files would still take too 

long to be conveniently downloaded using any of the cellular technologies. 

Cellular systems were designed for communication on a large scale, ranging from users 

in the same cell, possibly less that 1 km away, to mobiles on different continents. Often 

a wireless link is needed to connect to a network only a few metres away. The 802. 11x 

standards were developed by the institute of electrical and electronics engineers (IEEE) 

for wireless access on a much smaller scale than a cellular network. By installing a radio 

access point onto the existing local area network (LAN) infrastructure .a user with a 

'wireless LAN (WLAN) card attached to their PC or hand-held device can seamlessly 

access all the network resources such as servers or printers, a simple depiction of this 

is given in Fig. 1.2. 

wired netWork 

Figure 1.2: Wireless LAN application 

mobile 
tcnninals 

The earliest incarnation of WLAN, IEEE 802.11, operates in the unlicensed 2.4GIb 

ISM (industrial, scientific and medical) band. Depending on the channel quality, the 
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radio modulation mechanism can be either BPSK (binary phase shift keying) or QPSK 

(quadrature phase shift keying). The latter provides the maximllrn transmission rate of 

2 Mbps, but due to the more compie.x signal constellation, can only be used when the 

wireless link quality is good. A spread spectrum air interface is used with the standard 

dictating either frequency-hopping spread spectrum (FHSS) or direct-sequence spread 

spectrum (OSSS). 

The introduction of a new coding technique called complementary code keying (CCK) , 

lead to the evolution of the 802.11 standard into 802. llb , or Wi_FiTM. Operating in 

the 2.4 GHz ISM band Wi-Fi'"can achieve a theoretical maximum transmission rate of 

11 Mbps using DSSS. Due to early equipment inter-operability issues, the Wi_FiTII ac

creditation is used to ensure that devices from different manufacturers operate harmo

niously. 

The 2.4 GHz ISM band is fairly noisy (sharing spectrum with microwave ovens and 

wireless telephones), and 802.11a was designed. to operate in the 5 GHz UNII (unli

censed national information infrastructure) band which was more recently allocated.. 

The 802. 11a standard uses OFOM (orthogonal frequency division multiplexing). This 

transmission technique has the advantage that due to its transmitted symbols being 

longer than the maximum delay spread a fiat fading channel results, which is more 

easily equalized. OFDM has the disadvantage of having a high peak-to-average power, 

but this is not too crucial for short range applications [8J and thus OFDM is ideal 

for indoor office use where it would typically be deployed in a \¥LAN scenario. A 

maximum transmission rate of 54Mbps is supported using by 64 QAM (quadrature 

amplitude modulation). 

Transmissi.on power in current WLAN devices are limited to a set of between four and 

eight discrete levels and changing this level is typically only possible through a firmware 

reset of the wireless LAN card [9] , which currently takes too long to make any form of 

dynamic power control feasible. 
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WLAN systems can also operate in ad hoc mode where each terminal is able to for· 

ward data as necessary, but no standard method for multihop communication has been 

proposed by for 802.11 oy the IEEE. 

1.2.3 Bluetooth 

Initially developed by a group of mobile telephone vendors, Bluetooth is a totally wire

less network solution designed to serve as a personal area network (PAN), consequently 

the range of a Bluetooth network is much smaller than that of Vv"LAN or cellular sys

tems. The goal of Bluetooth was a standardized protocol allowing seamless information 

flow between a variety of personal devices, for example from a PDA (personal digital 

assistant) to a notebook. A piconet is formed when two or more Bluetooth units share 

the same channel. One of t he devices becomes the master, and up to seven slave units 

are allov.-ed. per piconet. All communication in the piconet is done via the master 

unit, very similar to a cellular network structUl'e. Two or more piconets can overlap, 

forming a scatternet where the connection or gateway node is a member of both pi

conets. Fig. 1.3 shows t~e interconnection of three piconets to form a larger scatternet. 

Bluetooth is also known as IEEE 802. 15 standard, and operates in the 2.4GHz ISM 

./.-.. -----. ................ 
. -... piconet 3 ... . ....... -.... ... 

/ \.' .. ! . / , 
'".f \ / \ 

~--lIt---{r~L:j··· .. ·.... :" \.: ~ 'i ..... .1 '. \..' " \ ... J , ~ I, ! 
.\ ..... , ,/,/~......... .. ..... \ ,\ , ..... /'/ 

...... " .. --_: ...... 
............. _ .... / piconet 2 ..... -

legend 

• Master unit 

0 Slave unit 

• Gateway 

piconet 1 

Figure 1.3: Three overlapping pioonets forming a scatternet 

band using frequency-hopping spread spectrum techniques. Full-duplex transmission is 

possible due to the slotted time-division duplex (TOO) mechanism, with a slot dUl'ation 
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of 0.0625 InS. A slave unit in a piconet is only able to transmit after it has been polled 

by its master unit. Bluetooth equipment is divided into three categories depending on 

the maximum output transmission power (20 dBm, 4 dBm and 0 dBm). Some rudimen· 

tary power control mechanisms are defined in the Bluetooth specifications 11Oj, but no 

actual power control algorithms are suggested. 

1.2.4 Ad hoc networks 

Due to t he necessity to operate at peak efficiency and extract value from the system, 

a cellular network needs to be very carefully planned (Chapter 8 of [11]). Once the 

locations of the base stations has been decided upon they need to be constructed and 

hard wired together through dedicated high speed land lines. In a cellular system, this 

need for a wired, permanent and expensive infrastructure, coupled with extensive p lan

ning is prohibitive when rapid deployment of a network is required. Ad hoc networks 

attempt to overcome this reliance on existing infrastructure, and operate in a totally 

wireless domain; thus allowing, amongst other things, fast deployment. 

An ad hoc network is an impromptu collection of wireless nodes where every terminal 

also acts as a router, forwarding other nodes' data packets. Peer-to-peer communication 

is done on a multi-hop basis and all network intelligence and control needs to be 

embedded in each node. 

It is the distributed nature of an ad hoc network which is one of its desirable properties 

in a military sense. The terrorist attack of the World Trade Center in New York on 

September 11 , 2001 highlighted the risk that exists in centralized communication. The 

destruction of the cellular base stations atop the Twin Tov.-ers, along with the loss of 

the vast amount of wired data network lines and equipment, coupled with t he obvious 

increase in teletraffic immediately following the incident lead to a major decrease in 

the ability of the service providers to cope with the communication demand. 

Other disaster scenarios, for example a large earthquake, will also lead to the severing 
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of vital communication infrastructure and more than likely a serious loss of commu~ 

nicatioo. In order for any large disaster relief (or military) operation to be effectively 

carried out the need will exist for robust, real-time voice and data communication. In 

such an event an ad hoc network could be rapidly deployed. Needing only an energy 

source to power the electronic devices and transmission antennae, wireless terminals 

could be set up to form a relay network which, although diminished in transmission 

capacity compared to a fixed land-line, would enable point-to-point communication to 

continue as necessary. 

Other scenarios where the use of ad hoc networks would be favourable include military 

operations in foreign territories. The time delay inherent in geostationary satellites 

makes full-duple." voice communication barely tolerable, and the larger transmission 

distances require greater transmission powers which in turn leads to increased battery 

size and thus bulkier handsets. Since ease of mobility is a desired attribute in an 

infantry unit, equipment sizes and mass should be kept to a bare minimum. A low

Earth orbital (LEO) satellite communication link suffers from decreased transmission 

foot-print, and so to have total coverage of a large area, multiple satellites are needed. 

This dramatically increases the coordination necessary and also leads to a similar cost 

increase. Several global satellite based communication systems were launched in the 

1990's, most notable the failed Iridium project (12J. 

A multi-hop ad hoc network could be implemented in a military scenario with each unit 

carrying a transceiver which would enable point-to-point communication. A CDMA 

spread-spectrum air interface would also help in decreasing the likelihood of an enemy 

detecting, and possibly jammjng the communication system (131. 

An example of where an ad hoc neh .... ork could be used is the situation depicted by 

Fig. 1.4. Military units situated as shown would need. to remain in contact with each 

other, and this can be done by forming a relay network where communication is achieved 

through a multi-hop path. If any of the nodes are removed from the network (possibly 

destroyed in battle or lose operational ability due to equipment failure ) the nodes wiU 
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adjust to the topology change and route data accordingly. Some of the nodes may have 

to then increase their transmission power so that the network remains connected. 

batallion C ..... _ ............. . ... ....... . .. 

batallion B .--<::>-__ ---, .... !-{). 
:/ .......... . 

! 
\" ... .......... \'" ......... 

I ..... . 
terrain blocking ,/'" ..... . 

direct signal ,/ ..... 
f \. 

'. ... . •. '0.. '-----0 . ./ . ..... 
batallion A 

.. -..... ,
.... 

.. 

... 

\. 

.. .. 

Figure 1:4: Typical military use of an ad hoc network. 

However , it is the distributed nature of the ad hoc network which leads to some of the 

greatest engineering challenges. The removal of all centralized control structure means 

that decision related to, for example, routing, medium access control (MAC) and power 

control all need .to be done at each node, using only (possible outdated) information 

available to each node. The vast majority of research in ad hoc networks has been 

devoted to solving the issues surrounding real-time communication and the need. for 

robust routing {14, 15, 16, 171. and MAC layer problems [18. 19, 201 . 

Somewhat less research has been devoted to solving issues related to transmission power 

and network connectivity. Power constraints of the mobile terminals limit the maxi

mum transmission distance, and the greater the output power the more interference 
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is caused. to neighbouring nodes, this in turn reduces the effectiveness of the network 

which decreases the throughput. By transmitting 'Nith just enough power to Teach a 

certain subset of jts neighbours, a node is able to conserve energy and also present less 

interference to the rest of the network. This is beneficial in two ways: firstly the battery 

lifetime of the node is increased, and secondly the network capacity is increased due 

to reduced interference. A tradeoff to lower transmission power is that there is a cost 

associated with using more relay nodes to transmit a message, as the delay a packet 

experiences increases, and the network routing problem becomes greater. Multi-hop 

routing can actually increase transmission throughput if spatial and temporal advan

tages exist (i.e. nodes are well distributed in space) [21]. 

1.3 Power Control 

One of the great~t concerns in engineering work is to strive for maximum efficiency. It 

is in the field of problem optimization that some of the greatest challenges lie. In the 

case of multi~bWion Rand wireless communication net;v..·orks. cost effectiveness is the 

number one optimization goal. This is generally achieved by maximizing the number 

of subscribers sharing the constrained bandwidth1. It is a well accepted fact that 

networks with a COMA interface are interference limited and suffer from the near 

far effect (22, 23). IT t he levels of the transmitted signals are not carefully controlled 

then a nearby terminal can smother the fainter signal received from a distant node, 

unless sophisticated signal processing techniques such as multiuser detection (MUD) 

are employed [24J. Ideally, the signals from all the terminals should be received at 

the target base-station with the same power [25}. In Fig. 1.5 node j is a base-station 

controlling nodes n, 0 and p. Ideally the product of the transmitted power and the path 

gain to j for all surrounding nodes should be equal. A rough estimate for maximum 

network capacity is often derived using this assumption [26J. By ensuring that a mobile 

Iln alllikelibood, licensing tbe spectrum off the loca1 government was probably one of the operators' 
largest expenses. 
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legend 

----+- data signal 

----+ control signal 

Figure 1.5: Perfect power control in a cellular CDMA system 

transmits with the minimum possible power that ,,·ill ensure the QoS (quality of service) 

guarantee is not violated then the network capacity is increased, and thus it is able to 

sustain more users concurrently. If a mobile is able to transmit with a lower power and 

still maintain an acceptable sm with its receiver, then less interference is presented to 

the rest of the network, and the system as a whole will benefit. This is the essence of 

power controL 

Resource conservation is one of the pleasant side effects/goals of power control. Gener

ally, a mobile terminal is limited in terms of its battery capacity, and by lowering the 

transmission power an increase in battery lifetime is achieved. Techniques , of which 

power control is just one of many, for p reserving mobile resources fall under the category 

of power management [271. 

1.4 M ot ivation for r esearch 

Ad hoc networks should not be seen as competit ion for cellular networks. Issues arising 

from the decentralized nature, such as the need for robust and dynamic routing, MAC 

and power control techniques, wiU likely result in ad hoc networks providing a much 

more specialized role. 

Cellular systems need to be carefully planned beforehand to ensure optimum network 

efficiency due mainly to the large cost associated with the permanent base stations, and 
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spectrum licensing payment. The need for rapid deployment in certain circumstances, 

for example a military operation into foreign territory, prohibits the use of cellular 

technology. A towering, expensive, base station erected near an enemy camp would 

surely present an enjoyable target for aiming practice. 

An ad hoc network is capable of filling the role that a cellular network is unable to 

provide. However with all new technologies come significant problems. The fully dis

tributed nature of the ad hoc network presents new engineering challenges. In order 

to extract the most from a network employing CDMA, power control is a fundamental 

and absolutely necessary component. Unlike cellular syStems where power control has 

been widely studied ([28J and the references therein), its effect and implementation 

details in an ad hoc network are still the subject of some research. Due to the lack 

of any fixed infrastructure in an ad hoc network, power control is necessary to help 

maintain connectivity under varying channel oonditions 129j, this ooupled with limited 

battery capacity, places constraints on maximum transmit power and an effective power 

control algorithm is crucial to overcoming these problems. 

1.5 Dissertation overview 

This dissertation is separated into 6 chapters. Chapter 1 provides an introduction into 

the topic of wireless networks, describing some current ad hoc network developments. 

The subject of power control is introduced and its necessity in a wireless netv."Ork 

explained. 

Chapter 2 provides a more in depth discussion of power control, explaining some of 

the pertinent concepts. A literature survey of selected power control techniques used 

in cellular and ad hoc networks is also presented. 

A distributed power control algorithm is described in chapter 3. There are two main 

parts to the algorithm: connectivity criteria. and transmit power adaptation. Due to 
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the lack of any predefined connectivity as well as the fully distributed nature of the 

algorithm, a means of determining which nodes a particular node should attempt to 

control is presented in the connectivity criteria section 3.3. A node may receive conflict· 

ing power control command signals, and various methods are proposed in section 3.4 

which control the transmit power adaptation based upon these commands. The deci

sion as to issue an increase or decrease control signal is based upon an ideal received 

power, as defined by Mitra [301. 

The system model for the ad hoc network is presented in chapter 4. Mathematical 

models for the total path loss, including distance attenuation and shadow fading are 

formulated. A method of calculating the ideal received power factor, as described in 

section 3.4.2, is presented and a general description of the simulation environment is 

given. Due to the large number of simulation parameters it is not possible to present 

an exhaustive output of all the different combinations, and select results are presented. 

The mathematical analysis of the convergence conditions for an ad hoc network are 

presented. in chapter 5. The standard interference function approach introduced by 

Yates 123J and applied later 131, 32, 33J is used to give the conditions under which a 

feasible power vector exists. A predefined network with strong connectivity is used as 

an input to t he transmit power adaptation algorithm, and the convergence properties 

of the algorithm tested in a simulation environment. 

Chapter 6 presents a summary of some of the conclusion drawn throughout the disser

tation and discusses some possible extensions to the work done. 

1.6 Original contributions ID the dissertation 

The original contributions made by the autbor in this dissertation include: 

• Proposition of new node controlling connectivity criteria 
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• Various new transmit power adaptation algorithms 

• Convergence analysis of an ad hoc network with a defined connectivity mat rix 

Parts of this research have been presented by the author at two local conferences: 

• N. R. Pate and F. Takawira, ''Power control in ad hoc networks," in Proc. South 

African Telecommunications, Networks and Applications Conference (SATNAC) 

2001, (Wild Coast Sun, Kwa-Zulu Natal, South Africa), September 2001. [34] 

• N. R. Pate and F. Takawira, "Adaptive distributed power control in ad hoc 

networks with different. ('.ontrolling node connectivity criteria," in Proc. South 

African Telecommunications, Networks and Applications Conference (SATNAC) 

2002, (Champagne Sports, Drakensberg, Kwa-Zulu Natal, South Africa), Septem

ber 2002. {35{ 



Chapter 2 

Power Control in Ad Hoc 
Networks 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter serves as an introduction to the general concepts behind power control. As 

the topic of power control in ad hoc network is a relatively new one, not much literature 

exists on the subject, however the subject. of power control in other environments 

(e.g. cellular systems) is well understood and comprehensively docwnented. A brief 

description of some general power control techniques used in wireless communication 

networks is given, and ,this is followed by a literature survey of some of the power 

control methods proposed for use in an ad hoc network. 

Careful control of a nodes' transmission power is a crucial aspect for the efficient fune· 

tioning of all wireless radio corwnunication systems. By transmitting with the lowest 

possible power that will enable reliable communication, the network as a whole benefits, 

and the use of vital mobile resources, for example battery lifetime, can be maximized. 

The controlling of co-channel interference is paramount in a TDMA/ FDMA multicel

lular networks, where frequency reuse in close-by cells degrades system performance. 

Systems which employ diIect-sequence CDMA need to compensate for the near-far 

17 
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effect arising from the non-zero cross correlation of the users pseudonoise (PN ) codes 

inherent in this multiple access scheme. Without proper power control a CDMA system 

will have less capacity than other multiple access schemes utilizing the same bandwidth. 

2.2 Power control concepts 

Some concepts the are common to all power controlled networks are presented in t his 

section. Power control in cellular networks is now a very well understood subject, and 

a brief overview of some of the more pertinent concepts follows. 

2 .2 .1 Centralized power control 

In a cellular system, it is the job of the base station to control the received power from 

all tbe nodes in that cell, as well as the nodes in soft..handoff. Centralized control uses 

all the information available about t he system, and is able to determine an optimum 

power vector through some predetermined formula. Convergence to the optimum vector 

generally occurs rapidly. assuming a feasible formulation exists. This type of control 

requires coordination t luoughout the network, and usually knowledge of all link gains. 

This information is generally not available due to excessive signaling and overhead 

delays, however a centralized algorithm is useful in that it gives an upper bound for 

the performance of any power control algorithm. 

2.2.2 Distributed power control 

Unlike centralized power control, a distributed algorithm generally functions in an 

iterative manner> converging to the optimum region slower than a fully centralized 

implementation would. Less knowledge about the system is required (for example all 

inter-node path gains, etc.) and thus little or no coordination between nodes is needed. 

However, the outage probability when using distributed control is greater than if a 
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centralized. controller was used [36}. A d istributed power control system only controls 

the transmit power of a'single tenninal, as opposed to a centralized scheme which has 

control over all the nodes' transmit powers. 

2 .2.3 Open loop power control 

Systems not employing any decision feedback are referred. to as open loop. Open loop 

control is generally used as a coarse estimate which is fed into a closed loop system to 

provide a slowly changing estimate of the system. In a cellular environment open loop 

control is used to obtain an estimate of the total link gain due to distance attenuation 

and shadow fru:ling; it is used to compensate for large cha.ngcs in the channel. 

In open loop power control the channel gain (distance attenuation and shadow fading) 

is estimated by measuring the strength of a received pilot signal. The larger the pilot 

signal attenuatio~, the greater the propagation loss, and thus the greater t he mobile 

t ransmit power needs to be to overcome this loss. The inverse of the measured gain 

(loss) is used, together With a correction factor to obtain the new transmit power. T his 

value for the reverse link transmit power is only an estimate as there is generally a 

frequency separation between forward and reverse channels. 

2.2 .4 C losed loop power control 

Open loop control is used as an initial estimate of the link gain, but it is not able to 

counter the effects of multipatb fading on the downlink (base station to mobile). As 

a frequency separation between the forward and reverse channels exists, the multipath 

fading on these two links are independent processes and not strongly correlated. Al· 

though the average power needed to overcome t he slow fading processes is t he same, 

short term power needs are different, and thus open loop control is not able to coun· 

teract this. In the IS-95 CDMA standard, 20 MHz separates the two channels, and t his 
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greatly exceeds the coherence bandwidth1 of the channel, thus closed loop control is 

used. The outer loop control provides a target for the inner loop to try and maintain. 

In a cellular CDMA system the outer loop target is a signal-to-interference ratio which 

is adjusted over time depending on the bit error rate (BER), or sometimes frame error 

rate (FER) of t he system. Typically a single-bit increase or decrease signal is sent to 

the mobile terminal instructing it to raise or lower its transmission power by the fixed 

(pre-specified) amount e.g. 1 dB. These signals are sent at a rate which is fast enough 

to counter the effect of fast-fading when t he terminal is moving at slow to moderate 

speeds (less than 50kmh-1). In the UMTS 3G specification fast power cont rol updates 

happen at a frequency of 1.5 kHz. 

2.2.5 Quality Measures 

In a cellular radio communication system t he majority of the digital data. being trans

mitted is dedicated to voice conversations. Unfortunately, as speech quality is very 

subjective, the performance based purely on audible statistics of two different systems 

is difficult to accurately quantify, measure and compare. A more accurate measure 

of the quality of a link is the SIR. It is generally accepted that if the SIR of a link 

is above some target, 7 - , then the communication is assumed successful. The best 

quality measure is actually the bit error rate, but this .requires delving deeper into the 

workings of the communication system as it is a function of many things including 

modulation and coding schemes. In a data communication system the QoS is more 

likely to be specified as a maximum tolerable BER, not SIR. It has been argued that 

SIR is as good as BER when considering the performance of a system, as t he two are 

often considered equivalent, but this is only true when t he signal and interference levels 

do not change over the course of the measurement. Even though the average SIR may 

satisfy the requirements, the instantaneous SIR may drop below t he target causing the 

1 In a frequency selective fading channel, ~ectral components are subject to different attenuations, 
and if the transmit ted signal oocupiel:l a bandwidth greater than the coherence bandwidth the received 
signal will be distorted [26[ 
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BER to increase. The frame error rate is sometimes used in place of BER, where the 

measurement is taken after interleaving and temporal diversity (convolutional coding) 

have been accounted for. 

2.2.6 Available measurements 

Any resource management algorithm is only practically implementable if the correct 

functioning of the scheme depends on quantities readily available Le. easily mea

sured/obtained. In reality, a power control system must be distributed, with the deci

sion logic needing only locally available infonnation for correct functioning. The speed 

at which the measurements can be taken and the non-zero time for the control signals to 

be propagated to t he in~ended user affects t he minimum time duration between power 

control iterations. Using outdated information will lead to a degradation in system 

performance. Some of the available measurements include: attenuation a channel will 

e.'Cperience, interference power received, signal received, sm received, BER experienced 

and transmitted power. Often these quantities have to be estimated, and the less ac

curate the estimation the greater the performance degradation of the system will he. 

2.2.7 Constraints 

All physical devices have constraints in terms of maximum transmission power. Usually 

government law regula.tes the maximum output power of a. device to ensure the safety 

of users, and also to ensure interference is kept to manageable levels. Mobile terminals 

are also limited in their battery capacity, and this too places a constraint on transmit 

power as a device may not be able to sustain transmitting at maximum power for long 

periods. 
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2.2.8 Power control techniques 

In a cellular environment, different techniques are applied to the uplink and downlink, 

and different measurements can be used. Power control decisions can be based on 

received signal strengths, SIR, bit error rate or frame error rate and the control loop 

can be open or closed or some combination of both. Strength based control is the 

easiest to implement, but does not provide an adequate measure of system performance. 

Older power control algorithms use a fixed step-size for adjusting the transmission 

power, but some newer concepts involve an adaptive step-size which generally leads 

to quicker convergence and better performance. Analysis has shown that adaptive 

step-size algorithms perform better, but single-bit signaling inherent in fixed-1)tep size 

control requires less information overhead [28]. 

Although many power control algorithms are derived assuming that a device can trans

mit at any power level with a certain range, in reality the power is often quantized 

and this leads to a decrease in the performance of the algorithm. When quantization 

is taken into account, an ideal power vector optimal solution often worsens into an 

ideal region of convergence which is suboptimal. The outage of the system is greater, 

and oscillation may occur when quantization is used. Fig. 2.1 depicts the relationship 

of power control techniques. 
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Figure 2.1: Classification of power control techniques 
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2.3 Power control in cellular systems 

Some of the earliest work on power control was done by Aein [371. where a satellite 

system was considered. The algorithm attempted to balance the uplink power of the 

terrestrial transmitters so that the minimum SIR was ma.ximized. This algorithm has 

the benefit of fast convergence, however it needs a centralized controller to compute a 

global normalization factor. Also, as the SIR is the same on every link (equalization), 

the algorithm is not suitable when different services are used over the same channel, as 

the QoS requirements may need different SIR's on various links [381. 

The problem of assigning a unique transmission power to each mobile in a cellular 

system has been studied in depth, with a typical implementation given by Grandhi [39] 

or Bambas [40J. 

Considering a cellular radio system with N mobiles , mobile i transmitting "With power 

Pi, and the link gain from terminal j to the base station to which i is communicating 

denoted 9ij. The Sm. of i at its corresponding base station, '"Yi is given by: 

Pi·9ii 
fi = 'N,--"'--'''---

L: Pj .g;j + 7J; 
j'/i 

(2.1) 

where 17i > 0 is the thermal noise power at the receiver. For the communication to be 

suitable on each defined link, the actual Srn.. 1i, must be greater than t he target sm, 

I;' defined by the QoS: '. 

I; ~ ...,;, for all i E {1. .. N} (2.2) 

This relationship between QoS and srn is valid Wlder the assumption that the number 

of users sharing the common channel is large and t he central limit theorem holds, thus 

t he interference follows a Gaussian distribution. This assumption has been shown to be 

valid in reality [41J. Substituting the minimum SIR requirement into (2.1) and dividing 
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through by the gii normalization to isolate the Pi term leads to: 

9ij fJi 

( 
N ) L Vj·-+

if'i 911 gii 

Introducing the N x N matrix A = {Aij} where 

{ 
(!i.:§.) 

A ·· - g" ., -
o 

if i#i 

if i = j 

24 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

and the N x 1 vector, Tj , with element tJi = li . 'f};/gii and substituting into (2.3) gives 

the matrix form of the system 

p ;;il: Ap+tJ (2.5) 

where p = (Pl,P2 .. . PN)T is the column vector of each node's transmit power. A 

solution to the pov,.-er as;;ignment problem is then given by solving for p: 

p (I-A);' ~ (2.6) 

The minimum energy solution, p. , is when the transmit power exactly satisfies the SIR 

target, so the inequality in (2.6) becomes: 

(2.7) 

where I is an N x N identity matrix. 

In order for the system defined by (2.5) to have a real, positive solution for every 

element of p. , it is clear from the RES of (2.7) t hat (I - A )-l must exist and have all 

non-negative entries. 

From the theory of Perron and Frobenius in matrix t heory 1421, given a system of equa

tions, p = Ap + 1], and the fact that A is a square, nonnegative, irreducible matrix, 

a nonnegative solut ion for p exists only if PA < 1. Known as the spectral radius, PA 

is the maximum modulus eigenvalue of the A matrix. By Perron and Frobenius, PA is 

positive and simple, and the eigenvector corresponding to this eigenvalue is component

wise positive. The normalized gain matrix., A , is nonnegative in that every element of 
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A ~ 0 , and it is also primitive as A 2 > 0 , and these two conditions imply that A is 

irreducible. The solution providerl hy {2 .7} is Pareto optimal in that no other system 

power vector will satisfy the SIn target and have a component less than p • . 

A central controller with access to all the inter· node path gains, thermal noh,;e terms 

and the target sm would be able to set the system power vector to its optimal value. 

This information is seldom available, and so a more practical , iterative implementation, 

first introduced by Foschini and Miljanic [43] is: 

p (n) = Ap (n - 1) + " (2.8 ) 

where n is the iteration number , and this converges to the optimal solution, as can be 

seen through recursion: 

In the limit as n _ 00 

assuming PA. < 1 then 

p (l ) = Ap (O)+ " 

P (2) = Ap (I ) + " 

= A (Ap (O)+ " )+ ,, 

= A ' p (O) + A" + " 

p (3) = Ap (2) + " 

= A (A ' p (O) + A" + ,,) + " 

= A ' p (O) + (A' + A + 1)" 

p (n) = A" p (O) + (EA ' ) " 

= p . 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 
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~ 

The substitution L: A k = (I - A )-l arises from the Perron-Frobenius theorem and the 
k=O 

assumption that PA < 1. If the system is not feasible the algorithm will continuously 

ramp up the transmit power. The iteration defining equation , (2.8), can be written 

for node i as 

(2.12) 

and this may be reduced using (2.1) to 

~, 

p;(n) = ii (nl_l ) . Pi (n - 1) (2.13) 

for all nodes 1 < i < N in the network. Equation (2. 13) gives an iterative, distributed 

procedure for solving for the optimum powel' vector that does not require the knowl~ge 

of all the link gains and node transmit powers. Essentially the base station measures 

the received SIR and transmits it back to the mobile unit. Under the assumption that 

all other mobiles do not change their transmit power, and the link gains are constant , 

the mobile is able to calculate, via (2.13) , the e."(act (minimum) transmit power required 

so that its Srn. target at the base station will be perfectly satisfied. Of course a1l the 

other mobiles will also be running the same algorithm, and so the dynamic, generally 

known as the distributed power control (Ope) scheme, specified by (2.13) will continue 

indefinitely. The DPe is often used as a reference algorithm when comparing speed of 

convergence 

A problem with the DPe algorithm as described is that it aims for exactly the re

quired sm target, assuming all the other nodes do not change their transmit power . 

. !\nother cause for concern is the admission of new calls to the channel, which will 

cause even further interference and degradation of the sm. In order to maintain the 

Sm. above the required target throughout the duration of the algorithm a protection 

margin joint power control and admission control algorithm was introduced by Bambos 

et al. [44}. Essentially during normal operation, a link which has already powered up 

(those belonging to the set Ai) Strives for slightly greater than the target sm, and any 

new calls to the system (in set 8;) start off at a low power and are only allowed to 
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increase slightly during each power control iteration , to protect the established calls. 

The active link protection distributed power control (DPe! ALP) is swnmarized: 

Pi (n ) = 1';{n - IJ ' I (2.14 ) 
{ 

,. --$.....", . p . (D - I) if i E A-

o·p;(n-l ) iriEB; 

The safety margin introduced by t he a parameter helps the system adapt to random 

changes in state due to, for example, mobility. Clearly choosing a 6 too high will lead to 

excessive transmission powers being used and thus actually limiting the system capacity 

and reducing node lifetime. 

In reality, the mobile terminals are upper bounded by some maximum permissable 

transmission power. The DCPC introduced in [39J is a constrained version of the DPe, 

and it has a similar form to (2.13), but includes means for limiting the power of a node: 

p, (D) ~ min { ,,(:; I) · p, (n - I)'P'} 
where Pi is the maximum transmission power for node i. 

(2.15) 

Due to the intrinsic feedback nature of power control in a cellular system, many al

gorithms based upon control theory have been proposed. A PI (proportional-integral) 

controller derived from the discretization of the continuous model of the DPC had been 

proposed and it was shown to significantly enhance the convergence speed compared to 

the traditional DPC model [45J. A second-order power control method which uses t he 

previous power level as well as the current power level has been shown to have a high 

potential for increasing the wireless capacity [46J: 

p, (D) ~ min {p" max {O,W (D - I)· ,,(:; I)· p, (D - I) + ( I - W (n - I ))· pdD - I)} } 

(2.16) 

The w (n) control parameter is a non-increasing sequence satisfying 

w(l ) ~w(2) <w(3) ~w (4) < ... < w(2n - I) ~W(2D) < ... (2.17) 

The algorithm has a much faster convergence rate than the geometric rate exhibited by 

OPC, but as more information is used in the algorithm (requiring measurement), errors 

could result in less performance gain than obtained through the initial simulatioDS. 
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As there is a delay between measurements being taken, transmitted and actually used 

in most power control algorithms the longer the delay the worse the performance of the 

algorithm. By including the time delay in the analysis, and compensating for it, the 

dynamic behaviour of an algorithm can be improved. The time delay compensation 

(TDC) algorithm presented in [47J can be adapted to most power control algorithms 

and the effects of time delay can be reduced. Some other research using a control 

theoretic approach is given in [48, 49J. 

The power control algorithms that have been presented were all based on the assump

tion that the base station assignment was fixed (and known). Adding another dimen

sion to the problem is the challenge of selecting to which base station a mobile should 

transmit such that the total pov.'ef of all the nodes is minimized. Termed the minimum 

transmitted power (MTP) algorithm [50], the problem can be formally stated: 

minimize L i Pi 

subject to 

9a.;i . Pi ~ ...,; (L#i 9a.;; . P; + 1}a.; ) 1" i " N 

Pi ~ 0 

<l; E (1, ... , M) 

l "i"N 

l"i"N 

(2. 18) 

The base station assigrunent vector, a = [a1.~, ... • aNJ , has Q.j = k if mobile i is 

assigned to base station k. The constraints given in (2.18) state that: the SIR target 

needs to be achieved, the transmit power has to be non-negative, and the assignment 

vector has to consist of integer values. A minimum pm·.-er assignment (MPA) algorithm 

is an iterative solution to the MTP problem, at each iteration a mobile terminal selects 

a base station which would need the minimum transmit power to achieve the necessary 

sm target. This occurs under t he assumption that the other mobiles do not change 

their transmit power: 

() . ~i<Rdn - 1) - gk< . Pi (n - 1)) 
Pin=mm 

k 9ki 
(2.19) 

and Rk (n - 1) is the total received power at base station k during the previous time 

instant (Le. using the system transmit po~-er vector p (n - 1)). 
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All similar forms of algorithms suffer from relying on the accuracy of the SrR mea

surement. It was proposed that the Sill target should be scaled up by 1 dB if the 

measurement error is between 1 % and 5 % [51J. 

Common to all the preceding power control schemes is the feedback of various infor

mation measures e.g. total received power at the target or sm experienced. These 

measurements have to be transmitted back to the mobile terminal, and are used by 

the mobile to calculate a new transmit pov.'er. The obvious drawback to this method 

of power control is that as the number of nodes in the network increases, so to does the 

feedback overhead, especially if high-precision values are being transmitted every power 

control iteration. The solution is to use a much more coarse feedback signa]' in the 

extreme case using only a single data bit to indicate the status. This single bit feedback 

is the basis for most modern schemes, and is used in all 3G specifications. Also known 

as bang-bang control , this method of feedback uses much less bandwidth to convey the 

required signalling. Clearly a trade-off exists between precision of feedback and per

formance of the algorithm. In order to adjust for the lack of signalling precision, the 

feedback is done at a much higher rate. This allows the algorithm to adjust to rapid 

changes in channel conditions [52, 531. 

A typical single bit feedback algorithm would function as follows. The SIR received 

from a mobile unit would be compared to some reference value, and if it falls below 

this target an increase power command is sent to the mobile. Similarly if the received 

SIR is greater than the desired target a decrease command is transmitted. In most 

implementations the target SIR is set by some outer loop which will slowly adjust the 

target depending on, for example, the BER or FER experienced. The mobile terminal 

will receive either an increase or decrease signal, and will adjust its transmission power 
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by the predefined fixed step size2 i.e.: 

(2.20) 

Normally these fast power control feeback signals do not enjoy the error~correcting 

benefits of temporal interleaving. 

2.4 Power control III ad hoc networks 

Unlike a cellular network, where if a mobile maintains an acceptable connection with 

its associated base station, then it is able to reach any other mobile in the network, 

in an ad hoc network there is no such connectivity guarantee. This is because the 

cellular architecture has base stations permanently hard wired together maintain

ing network connectivity, whilst in an ad hoc netv."Ork there are no fixed links. In 

an ad hoc net\vork the mobiles are randomly distributed, and there is no guarantee 

that if a node maintains an acceptable connection with its neighbour that the network 

is connected. In order for the network to function, and point-to-point communication 

between any node pair to be possible, a route needs to exist between every node in 

the network. Through the use of power control the network topology can be adjusted 

so that this connectivity is maintained. Fig. 2.2 shows the same node distribution 

with poor connectivity resulting in network partit ioning, and a more desirable topol

ogy which would result in proper functioning. It is one of the basic requirements of 

a power control algorithm in an ad hoc network to maintain n etwork connectivity. 

2.4.1 Power management 

Efficient use of the resources available at a node are crucial in a wireless ad hoc network. 

Some techniques for energy m anagement include: low power mode, energy efficient 

:1 A mobile in soft.-handover may be receiving more than onc command. The situation is then slightly 
more complicated, for an overview of the procedure refer to (111. chapter 9.2 
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(A) 

(8) 

Figure 2.2: (A) Poor node connectivity, (B) Desirable node connectivity 

routing and transmission power control. In low power mode the device goes into a power 

efficient sleep mode, and awakes periodically. Using the model for 802.11 WaveLAN 

radios [54} where the energy requirements for idle, send, and receive are 1:1.05:1.4 

respectively, the energy consumption is dominated by the node idle time. By turning 

off the nodes and lengthening their sleep intervals, an energy saving of nearly 50 % can 

be achieved when using the Basic Energy Conserving Algorithm (BECA) proposed [55}. 

A trade-off does exist, in that turning off t he radios leads to increased. latency. More 

information on this and similar energy conservation methods can be found in [56} and 

the references therein. Energy efficient routing protocols in ad hoc networks have been 

the focus of significant research and are beyond the scope of this dissertation. A good. 

starting point though would be [57]. 
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2.4.2 MAC power control 

The 802.11 MAC protocol for transmission of data involves the following signaJing pat,.. 

tern: Request.-To-Send (RTS)JClear-To-Send (CTS) / dataj acknowledge (ACK), shown 

in Fig . 2.3. Modifications to this proposed by AgarwaJ et al, [58], embed extra informa-

transmitter 

l. RTS .. 
2. CTS • 

3. data .. 
4.ACK .. 

receiver 

Figure 2.3: IEEE 802.11 signaling for addressed messages 

t ion in the eTS and DATA packets. After receiving an RTS signal from a nearby node, 

the received node measures the SIR experienced, and then encodes the eTS packet with 

the ratio of received sm to minimum acceptable SIR. Then when the initial transmitter 

receives t he CTS command it is able to determine the quality of the wireless link to 

the destination. Similarly, when transmitting the data to the receiver, the transmitter 

also includes an indication of the reverse link channel quality by embedding the ratio of 

the received SIR of the CTS command to its minimum allowable SIR. By exchanging 

messages like this the two nodes are aware of the channel quality in both directions. At 

each node, a small table of various parameters is kept. These relate to factors such as: 

current transmit power level for each node, an exponentially weighted average (EWA) 

of the received signal strength ratio history (cf_pwr), and the EWA history of the cf_pwr 

when the link experienced a packet loss (dLPwr). 

A count-down timer is used to reduce power level oscillations. When a node is sent a 

message it is able to extract the information on the quality of its previous t ransmission, 

and this information is added to the cf_pwr field . If the countdown t imer has reached 

zero and the cf_pwr is greater than the dr_pwr value, then the transmission power 
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is decremented a step. A total of ten transmit power levels are defined (GSM uses 

between eight and fifteen) . varying linearly between the maximum transmit power and 

one-tenth of this value. The node increases its transmission power one level when 

the MAC e.xperiences a timeout, and the dLpwr value is updated. The goal of this 

particular algorithm is to converge to the minimum power level that will ensure a 

successful transmission. 

Simulation results show small improvements in energy savings and throughput, however 

when nodes are communicating at the maximum power level the overhead associated 

with including the extra information in the message headers degrades tbe performance 

of the algorithm. Typically, a 10 % energy saving and 5 % increase in throughput 

is noted compared with the t raditional 802.11 MAC. These results were for random 

mobility and movement models. If group mobility and traffic patterns are incorporated 

into the simulation, then throughput is seen to improve approximately 15 %. As this 

method of power .control only functions on a per-link basis, it does not attempt to 

guarantee network connectivity, and it is assumed that some higher level component 

will decide which links are necessary for connectivity. 

2.4.3 C luster based power control 

Control of a node's transmission power within a cluster is used in {27J. The size of 

the individual clusters depends on the system parameter, N, which is the number of 

neighbouring nodes a single node will consider. Power adaptation takes place only 

within the cluster. The two algorithms proposed include: 

• No power adjustment within a cluster 

• Power adjustment within a cluster 

In the first scheme a node will transmit with the same power regardless of which node 

in the cluster is the target of the communication. This fixed power level is equal to 
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t he power required to reach the farthest node, i.e. the channel experiencing the most 

attenuation. The second method specifies that only the minimum power required to 

successfully communicate with the intended node is used. The first method will not 

lead to maximum efficiency because a node will transmit to all nodes, excluding the 

one with the worst channel quality, with a power greater than required for successful 

reception of data. It is generally accepted that little is gained from a node receiving a 

SIR greater than required. Intuitively the latter method will be more energy efficient 

beca.use the problem associated with transmitting excess power is resolved. 

Assuming a minimum received power, R min . is needed in order to guarantee a maximum 

BER is not exceeded. The power received, R , is d ependent on the t ransmitted power, 

P, and the path gain, g; R = p . g. The transmission level to guarantee the minimum 

received power is given by: P = ~, and the path gain can be calculated from the 

received power when the maximum (known) power is transmitted: 9 = ~. This in· P
m

_ 

formation can be combined to give a value for minimum transmit power: P = RnlJf·PmM m_ 

The Periodic Update Protocol (PUP), a method for adapting the parameter N , was 

proposed as follows: 

1. Set the connectivity N = 2 

2. This value of connectivity is used for a pre-sped.fied. number of frames (k) 

3. After k frames , the end·to--end throughput, (~N, of the particular node is evaluated 

and broadcast on t he dedicated reverse channel (using a contention free MAC 

scheme) 

4. Increase the connectivity by one, the system operates using this new value for the 

following k frames 

5. After the k frames and each node has broadcast their individual end·to-end 

throughput, calculate the new network throughput. Old Cb N is now oflN-l 
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6. If iflN > WN_I increase the connectivity and gota step 5, otherwise decrease N 

and gotD step 5 

This method does seem to have a flaw in that the system could converge to a local max

imum, however simulation results have indicated that only a single optimal operating 

point exists. 

Simulation results have indicated that the method of adjusting power within a cluster 

does indeed improve network throughput and helps lower power consumption. Im

provements to the algorithm include the Quasi-Periodic Update Protocol (QPUP). 

which functions similarly to the P UP differing in that when maximum throughput is 

sensed the algorithm scales down its attempts to test the current connectivity. With 

low mobility the network topology will be changing slowly, ~ control signaling overhead 

could be reduced this way. 

An extension to the PUP allows each node to have a different connectivity parameter 

N, however this theory has not yet been tested. 

2 .4.4 Topology control using transmit power adjust ment 

Ramanathan proposed a set of algorithms (for fixed and mobile packet networks) 

whereby the transmission power of a node is adjusted to ensure the network remains 

connected {59]. For fixed networks, two algorithms CONNECT, and BICON-A UGMENT 

are proposed. The functioning of the CONNECT algorithm is similar to a minimum 

spanning tree (MST) algorithm, [60J and functions in a greedy manner by merging 

unconnected clusters (connected components) until the entire network is connected . 

Init ially each node is considered to be part of a separate cluster, and the node pairs 

are parsed in a non decreasing minimum inter-node distance manner. If the two nodes 

are in different clusters then the transmit power of each node is increased until the two 

clusters effectively merge into a single connected entity. This process is repeated Wltil 

t he entire network is connected. 
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It was proven that the resulting connected network will have minimum maximum trans

mit power. However the process is not necessarily optimal (minimum) per-node, as 

extra side-effect edges get introduced into the graph when the traru;mit power of a 

node is increased. The network is said to be per-node-minimal when it is not possible 

to reduce the power of any single node and still maintain connectivity. The addition 

of side-effect edges may in fact allow the transmit power of a node to be reduced while 

still maintaining network connectivity. In order to achieve a network minimal power 

solution a post-processing procedure is introduced to remove any unnecessary links. 

This is achieved by lowering the power of the nodes (one at a time) as far as possible 

while still ensuring connectivity. 

A network that is biconnected has a minimum of two paths between any node pair, and 

has the desirable property that the removal of any single node will result in a network 

which still has full inter-node connectivity (i.e. network is not partitioned ). The extra 

paths introduced can be used for load balancing and make the network more tolerant 

to fault s. 

The BICON-AUCMENT algorithm starts with a network that has been CONNECTed 

by the first algorithm, and then functions in a similar manner to the CONNECT 

algorithm, until all the nodes are biconnected. 

These two proposed algorithms require each node to have full knowledge of the positions 

of all the other nodes in the network, and so are not suitable to implementation in a 

mobile network. Node mobility leads to a constantly changing netl'.'Ork topology, and 

each node has to make decisions based only on locally available information. C learly a 

fully distributed algorithm is necessary, and two mobile algorithms are proposed: Local 

Information No Topology (LINT) and Local Information Link-State Topology (LILT). 

LINT uses information that is available a.t each node due to the routing protocol. The 

protocol attempts to keep the desired degree, dd, of the number of neighbours of a node 
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constant. The transmit power at each iteration is given by: 

Pd = Pe - 5· € - log (~:) (2.21 ) 

The information needed to update the transmit power is available at each node: Pc is 

t he current transmit power that results in the degree of neighbours, dc• whilst the, 

corresponds to a path loss exponent. A random time generator is used to determine the 

power update intervals. The node periodically checks the number of neighbours from 

information generated by the routing protocol. If the degree of neighbours falls within 

a hysteresis range then the power is adjust~ using (2.21). The greater the difference 

in connectivity degree, t he greater the change in t ransmission power. 

It may however occur that even though t he degree of connectivity is satisfied , the net· 

work is partitioned. The LINT protocol presented has no method of detecting or cor· 

recting network partitions. LILT was developed to overcome this shortcoming of LTh"T. 

In addition to t he described LINT functioning, LILT also includes a neighbour addi

tion protocol (NAP). Whenever a link-state update is detected then the NAP checks 

to see if this v,rould result in undesirable connectivity. If the network is connected, but 

not biconnected, then at least one articulat ion point3 exists. The node calculates its 

distance to the articulation point and sets a timer, t , that is a number randomized with 

an exponential distribution based on the distance from the articulation point. After 

t ime t if t he articulation is still not biconnected, then the node increases its t rans

mission power to the maximum allowable power , p, to quickly reduce the partitioning 

probability. The aim of the t timer is to give priority to the nodes closer to the danger 

point, t hus giving them the chance of removing the articulation point by adding more 

available paths. If at any event interval stage the node discovers that the network is 

partitioned , it increases its transmission power to p. 

Under a simulated mobile network environment, the implementation of LINT and LILT 

topology control was found to improve network througput. 

a. An articulation point is a node in the net\\'Ork that if removed will result in partitioning 
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2.4.5 Topology control for multihop packet radio networks 

A precursor to the ad hoc network was the tactical radio system. Of importance 

to the military, this packet sv.itched network architecture was used to COnnect mobile 

terminals in a multihop manner. Power control is used in an attempt to achieve a reliable 

topology that also ensures good throughput, usually two very conflicting requirements. 

The control needs to be distributed amongst the nodes, as any centralized controller 

would lead to the network being much more vulnerable, and any decisions would need 

to be propagated from the controller throughout the network, incurring overhead and 

reducing network throughput. As the packet radio is susceptible to node failure (due 

to enemy activity), the topology should be robust in that removal of nodes should not 

lead to network partitioning. Topological changes should not influence the reliability 

of data throughput in t~e network. Hu [611 introduced a topology control mechanism 

based on transmit power adjustment which is fully distributed and attempts to achieve 

a reliable, high throughput topology. It is known as the novel topology control (NTC) 

algorithm. A starting point in the algorithm is a planar graph structure that has the 

maximum number of edges, i.e. all bounded regions are triangles. By ma.ximising the 

minimum interior angles of the triangles a structure known as Delaunay triangulation is 

achieved , and serves as a triangular backbone connectivity. A centralized algorithm with 

the parameters: the maximum degree (number of neighbours) , fJ, and the maximum 

transmission range, R, is given: 

1. Begin with a DelaWlay t riangular structure 

2. Remove the edges with length greater t han R 

3. With the remaining edges, in decreasing length, remove if it results in a degree 

greater than fJ at either end node 

4. In increasing length, add edges to the graph that do not violate any of the con· 

straints 
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This centralized scheme was tested in a simulat ion environment with a CDMA air 

interface and was noted to olltperform networks with regular structurea4. 

An implementation \\-"Ould have to be of a distributed nature, and a procedure for 

topology control with no form of centralized control is given: 

1. Through a broadcast, each node is able to determine its neighbours within the 

distance R 

2. A node finds its adjacent Delaunay Triangle neighbours wit hin the distance R 

3. In increasing distance order, add an edge as a path unt il t he degree criteria, (J, 

is satisfied. Notify other nodes about edges rejected, and disregard any edges 

abandoned by neighbouring nodes 

4 . Find extra edges through a handsbaking process with neighbours. A node will 

only accept edges from the single node closest to it, and this step continues unt il 

the degree is satisfied, or no more nodes are in range are available . 

Insight into finding local nodes can be drawn from a Voronoi diagram of the network. 

Given the Delaunay tri&lgle representation, a Voronoi polygon of node i is the set of 

all points that are closer to node i than any other node. By tessellating overlapping 

Voronoi polygons the Voronoi diagram can be obtained, an example of which is given in 

Fig. 2.4. The dotted lines are the Delaunay triangulation, and the solid lines correspond 

to the Voronoi polygoLL.S constructed from these. Computation of local neighbours can 

be reduced by considering a radius r < R and increasing r until t he neighbouring node 

degree is satisfied. 

It can be shown that the distributed NT C algorithm leads to the same topology as 

the fully centralized version, and the resultant topology has a greater throughput than 

regular network structures ", .. ith the same connectivity degree. In order to maintain 

• A regular structure is 8. net'NOrk that has the , ame degree for all nodes, and the distance to each 
ncighbour is constant 
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Figure 2.4: Delaunay Tr"iangulation (dotted lines) and corresponding Voronai diagram 

triangulation , (J should be greater than or equal to six, but simulatioo results shov.' 

that network throughput decreases as the degree is increased above six, thus (} = 6. It 

was also shown in [62J that the number of neighbours needed. to maximize throughput 

should be six. 

2.4.6 Connectivity 

Various papers have proposed different magic numbers for neighbouring node con

nectivity. Initially, Kleinrock proposed that each node should be connected to six 

neighbouring nodes for optimum performance, and this number was later revised to 

eight [63]. Other literature suggests different numbers; six and eight were considered 

optimal when each node had full control over its transmit power (64), and three neigh

bours was suggested in (65) when the objective was the maximization of transmission 

efficiency. Simulation carned out by Royer {66] suggested that to maximize network 

throughput, node density should be an increasing function of node mobility. When 

network connectivity is studied, [67} showed that the optimum number of neighbouring 

connected nodes, B, is in the region of 6 _ 10. 

More recently, however, it was shown in [68J that when network connectivity is con

sidered, the ideal number of neighbours is not actually a constant. Given a network 
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consisting of n randomly placed nodes, the connectivity per node should actually be 

9=c(logn) (2.22) 

Asymptotically, as the number of nodes increases, if c is greater than 5.1774Iogn nodes 

the network is connected with probability approaching unity. On the other end of the 

scale, if c is less than O.0741og n the probability that the network is disconnected tends 

towards one. 

When choosing a connectivity value it should be kept in mind that although a greater 

connectivity will lead to greater route diversification, it also results in increased inter· 

ference. The ability to reduce the number of hops a packet has to traverse will result 

from greater connectivity and may increase throughput, but this is counter balanced 

by increased interference as a node has to transmit to targets further away, which will 

reduce capacity_ The tradeoff is between network relaying burden and acceptable inter

ference. Work by GuPt~ [69] proposed that the smaller the range of ~ransmission the 

better, as the interference burden is of the order of 0 (r2) 1 but relaying burden only 

increases as 0 (;:\) where r is the broadcast distance. Choosing a r value too small 

however, can lead to the network becoming disconnected. 

In work by Sanchez, 170j, the critical transmission radius was investigated. A critical link 

in a network is one which, if removed, will cause partitioning of the network. It is the 

inter-node distance of this link that is referred to as the critical transmission radius. 

Using a minimum spanning tree, as provided by, for example, two well known algo

rithms by Kruskal or Prim [71j, the longest edge corresponds to the critical link. If the 

transmission power is reduced, the longest link will fail first. 

Through simulation, and by looking at various mobility models, some statistics of 

the critical transmission range can be predicted. Results indicate that shorter values 

of critical link distance produce better throughput, but the probability of network 

partitioning increases, thus care needs to be exercised when choosing such a value. 

If the nodes are uniformly randomly distributed in a disk of unit area, then it was 
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shown in (72J that a range, T (n), set from r. _r'l (n) = log,,: c(fI) would lead to a network 

that is asymptotically connected if and only if c (n) ---I +00. 

A simulation study to determine the effect of the parameter c in (2.22) sugge!:>"t that 

the value of c actually lies close to one. 

2.4.7 COMPOW 

Very little work has been done on actually implementing a power control algorithm 

in an ad hoc network. The COMPOW protocol [91,[73J is one of the first attempts 

at providing an implementation that has been tested in a physical system. Central 

to the algorithm is the argument that every node in the network should use the same 

(common) transmission power , hence the COMPOW name. In order for the network 

to have good connectivity properties and to simplify operation the authors suggest that 

bidirectional links are necessary. A method of ensuring this bidirectionality is to have 

all nodes transmitting with the same power, and this power should be set as low as 

possible that guarantees network connectivity. 

For each of the i transmit power levels of t he node, Pi , a routing table is maintained 

by sending and receiving hello messages at that power level. Each node then selects 

the transmit power that has the same number of entries in its routing table (number 

of nodes reachable) as the routing table of the maximum power setting. This newly 

selected routing table is used by the kernel as the master routing table. Clearly, running 

extra routing daemons wiU result in more control information overhead. placed on the 

network. With reasonable connectivity (six nodes within range) the routing information 

is approximately 60 kbitsf s which is only 1 % of the theoretical maximum throughput. 

The implementation was done on Iaptops running Linux. The £irmware in the current 

generation of wireless LAN card needs to be reset every time a new transmission power 

is selected, and this results in a switching latency of nearly 100 InS. This is clearly not 

acceptable, and to step around this problem a scheduling algorithm was implemented 
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that attempts to keep the number of transmission power changes to a minimum. This 

is done by scheduling conReCutively all queued packets that have the so.me trDJUlmission 

power. A clearing or exhaustive policy can be used to do this, with the power level 

changed only when no more packets of that power level are present as shown in Fig. 2.5. 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

(A) 30mW 5mW 30 mW ImW 30 mW ImW 5mW 30mW 

transmiSSion power level sWltchmg mstants 

3 S 8 2 7 4 6 

(8) 30mW 30mW 30mW 30mW SmW 5mW ImW ImW 

sWltchmg rnstants 

Figure 2.5: (A) Unordered packets, (B) more efficient scheduling (re-ordering of pack
ets) to reduce switching latency 

An algorithm for a MAC protocol [74] which can be built into the COMPQW is called 

SEEDEX. It uses a pseudo-random number generator to allow for channel reservation 

for the RTS and CTS, and the seeds of the deterministic linear congruence relationship 

are exchanged with all nodes within a tw"hop neighbourhood. The objective is to 

reduce the overhead and improve throughput-delay and delay jitter performance. Each 

node knows which time 'slots it can t ransmit in because it has knowledge of t he state 

of surrounding nodes, and thus a transmission instant which minimizes the chances of 

a collision of the MAC signals is used. 

The COMPOW algorithm is not without some foreseeable problems and room for 

improvement. The link gains in both directions due to shadow fading are not always 
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the same, and so using the same transmit power at each node will not always ensure 

bidirectional links and full network c:onner.t.ivity. The protocol also ignores the multiple 

access capabilities that COMA offers, as it assumes that packet collisions occur when 

two nodes in close vicinity transmit at the same time. Each transmission pov.-er setting 

needs its own routing daemon running in the node, and although the initial hardware 

has only a few power settings (for example the Cisco Aironet 340 and the 350 series have 

four and six transmission power settings respectively) this approach becomes infeasible 

if the transmission power is allowed to take on many more values. It is also likely that 

different equipment vendors have different transmit power levels, and thus a calibration 

will need to be done to ensure that the levels match. 

2.4.8 Cone based connectivity 

A fully distributed, cone-based topology control algorithm has been proposed by Wat· 

tenhofer et al 175}. By using directional information recovered from broadcast trans-

missions the algorithm attempts to find neighbours in all directions. The algorithm has 

two phases, initial neighbour discovery and redundant edge removal. The initial phase 

functioning is as follows: initially each node, U, starts with a small radius and broad· 

casts a message intended to discover neighbours. All nodes t hat receive this message 

transmit an acknowledge back to u. Node u then records all received. acknowledge

ments at node u, noting their incident angle of arrival.s The node then runs through 

the recorded information and determines if a.t least one neighbouring node in every 

cone of a degrees is present. Fig. 2.6 shows a cone originating from node u centered 

around node v. The node continues in this neighbour discovery phase, increasing the 

transmit power (i.e. increasing the seeking range) until its maximum power is reached, 

or more satisfyingly, it discovers a neighbour in every direction. This condition is 

{.The incident angle of the signal is commonly termed the Angle-of-Arriva} (AOA), and sophisticated 
techniques using multiple directional anten.n35 [761 can be used to find this angle. If the node is not 
equipped with the capability of determining this angle then other information, for example gobaJ 
positioning system (GPS), can be used and the position of a node included in the transmitted data 
pacl<rt 
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Figure 2.6: Typical cone with angle a 
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reached when the union of all the cones around u spans the 2" angle around the node. 

It is shown that for a ~ ~ a maximum connected set is guaranteed. 

The second phase of the algorithm is then to remove all edges of the connected graph 

that are redundant. As it is the high. power routes that are removed by this procedure 

this helps keep interference to a minimum and also reduces the average node degree. 

Simulation results indicate the algorithm helps improve average node lifetime (indi

cating a power saving) and the average node degree for et = 27f / 3 and a = 7r / 2 was 

2.8. 

2 .4 .9 Clustering in ad hoc networks 

Another method of topology control involves the fragmentation of the network into 

independent clusters, [77J. A k-hop cluster indicates that any node in a cluster is at 

mOSt k hops away from any other node (of the same cluster). A special case of this is 

2-hop clustering whereby a central node acts as a cluster head (CH). and this emulates 

a cellular network, with the CH being analogous to the cellular base station. Some 

of the functioning of the base station is built into the CH, with power and topology 

control being two of its major functions. Clusters are joined together by nodes which 

belong to more than one dtlSter, and these are known as gateway (GW) nodes. The 

mobile stations (MS) in the network are homogeneous, and any node can become a 

cluster head or gateway node. 
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The process of formation of the clusters is briefly described. A cluster head sends 

out pilot transmissions, and any neighbouring nodes that can detect the pilot with 

sufficiently strong reception acknowledge back to the CH. If a node does not detect 

any pilot signals it attempts to become a CH itself by broadcasting an initialization 

pilot signal (this is different from the normal pilot signal from an already established 

CH). Open loop power control is employed due iO the pilot signal transmitted by a 

CH. The pilot signal has embedded in it the transmitted power value, and a clustered 

node can extract that information, along with the actual received strength and set its 

transmission power equal to the value needed to overcome the path attenuation that 

the pilot signal experienced. The CH monitors the BER of any signals received from 

clustered mobile stations, and performs closed loop control to instruct any nodes to 

either increase or decrease their transmission power, depending on the rate or error 

achieved. The tc;>pology control is done at the CH, where the strength or the pilot 

legend 

. CH 
@GW 

OMS 

Figure 2.7: Topology control, each cluster head controls 7 mobile stations 

signal is adjusted to maintain only a set number or nodes in its cluster. The same 

transmit power is used by the CH for all the nodes in the cluster, and this is set so as 

to just reach the fwthest node. Fig. 2.7 shows a typical scenario where gateway nodes 

are used to interconnect various clusters. 

This clustering scheme has been shown by simulation to significantly reduce the effects 

• 
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of mobility on the number of topology changes (link failures due to increased. distance), 

and for a network of 120 nodes randomly places in a 1 km2 area t.he average t ransmission 

range was kept below 70 meters. Tills will lead to energy savings while still maintaining 

network connectivity and stability. 

2.4.10 Minimum energy mobile wireless networks 

Attaining a global minimum energy connectivity solution was the goal of the research 

done by Rodoplu and Meng {78\. Strong connectivity can be guaranteed. by a local 

optimization scheme which can be executed by each node, and this leads to a minimum 

energy power control solution that is a fully distributed implementat ion. The algorithm 

uses a global positioning system that has a spatial resolution of at least 5 rn, with each 

node having its own GPS receiver. Each node knows its own instantaneous position 

through the GPS capability, but does not know the locations of the other nodes. This 

extra information 'is achieved through a broadcast beacon signal, whereby each node 

transmits its own position, and thus any nearby nodes are able to build a database 

of the surrounding nodes' positions. A self-con.6.guring protocol is needed. to maintain 

connectivity in the face of the dynamic wireless environment and node mobility. 

Central to t he algorithm functioning is the concept of a relay region. Given three nodes, 

i, j and k, assuming node i wishes to transmit to node k, then node j is considered. 

to be a relay node (of i ) if it is more pov.'et efficient to transmit to k via j, instead of 

directly to k. Using j as a relay node will result in a power usage increase at node j due 

the reception, buffering and processing of the signal, and this needs to be considered 

when choosing relay nodes. The region aroWld a node that is obtained when t he relay 

regions using the surrounding nodes are intersected is known as the enclosure of the 

node. This can be seen from Fig. 2.8, and is similar to a Voronoi diagram, for example 

Fig. 2.4. When a node is choosing neighbours it considers only those that lie within its 

enclosure as these are the most power efficient choices. 
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Figure 2.8: The dark solid line is the enclosure of node i 

The functioning of the algorithm depends on a t.wo phase process. In the first phase 

each nodes broadcasts its position, and then each" node is able to determine its enclo

sure regions. Secondly the links are subject to 8 cost distribution to achieve a. global 

minimum energy solution. A distributed Bellman-Ford shortest path algorithm 179] is 

used, with the local search area being the enclosure graph, and the cost metric used 

is power consumption. The enclosure graph contains all the globally optimal links. 

An iterative procedure is used whereby each node broadcasts its cost6 which is also a 

function of its neighboW'S costs. E ach node is then able to calculate the minimum cost 

it is able to achieve given the costs broadcast by its neighbours. When node i received 

the cost information from node n, cost (n), it computes: 

Ci,n = cost (n) + P", (i , n) + p;. (n) (2.23) 

where Ptz (i, n) is t he required power to successfully transmit to n, and PT'Z (n) is the 

extra processing power at n that this transmission would cause. Node i will then 

calculate a total minimum power: 

cost (i) = mln Cj n 
neN(i) , 

(2.24) 

T he node will t hen use whichever link causes the minimization in (2.24). T his process 

is repeated, and after a finite number of iterations convergence is obtained.. Data 

' T he cost of a node is the minimum power necessary to establish a path to the master-site, chosen 
as an arbitrary information sink target for all of the nodes 
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transmission is then able to proceed to the master-site. Peer-to-peer communicat ion 

is possible as any node in the network could be thought of a:s the master-site, and so 

although only a single topology is generated using the proposed algorithm, it could be 

run for all the nodes and the resulting optimal topologies superimposed. 

2 .5 Summary 

This chapter has introduced the topic of power control. A few fundamental concepts 

of power control aspects are presented and this is followed by a brief survey of some 

of the t raditional power control schemes devised for a cellular architecture. Finally 

some algorithms proposed for power control in an ad hoc network type environment 

are presented. 

Power control in an ad hoc environment has a different end goal to a cellular scheme. 

In traditional cellular systems, the network consists mainly of a hard-wired backbone, 

and wireless communication is done only on the last link (base station to mobile or vice 

versa). The aim of power control in a cellular network is to control the transmission 

power of mobile and base station such that the communication takes place using the 

minimum power that will satisfy the target signal-to-mterference ratio. In an ad hoc 

network however t he situation is more complicated, as ensuring adequate connectivity 

on a single link does not guarantee the network will remain strongly connected. A power 

control algorithm in an ad hoc network has the dual goal of minimizing transmission 

power, but more importantly ensuring the network does not become partitioned. Due 

to t he mobile nature of terminals a reduction in transmission power will equate to a 

lengthening of the battery lifetime of the node, a desirable effect of power control. 



Chapter 3 

Distributed power control 
algorithm for ad hoc networks 

3.1 Int roduction 

In a homogenous model of an ad hoc network, no node is dominant, the same power 

control algorithm is running in every node. This chapter investigates some new power 

control schemes proposed by the author for application in 8J1 ad hoc network. A few 

concepts have been borrowed from traditional cellular networks, and an attempt has 

been made to adapt them into a fully distributed power control algorithm. 

In section 3.2 an introduction into the framework of the algorithm is presented. The 

various criteria for determining the controlled node set are given in section 3.3. Sec

tion 3.4 introduces variou.! proposed methods for adapting the transmit power at a node 

based on the received. control signals, and the derivation of the ideal received power 

algorithm, as given for a cellular environment [30, 80J is presented in section 3.4.2. 

Essentially, the power control algorithm running in node j consists of two parts: the 

logic used to determine which nodes j should attempt to exert control over, and secondly 

the way in which j interprets the control signals it receives from its neighbours. I t is 

the combination of both of these methods that will determine the success (or failure) 

50 
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of the power control algorithm as a whole. One of the most important metrics used in 

judging the quality of an algorithm is network connectivity. It is vital that the network 

remains strongly connected so that peer-to-peer communication between any pair of 

nodes is possible. Another metric is efficiency: defined in terms of transmit power. 

If two algorithms result in similar connectivities, but one of them uses on average ten 

times more transmission power, then the algorithm that is able to maintain connectivity 

with the lowest average node transmit power is better. The system outage, which is 

a. measure of how well an algorithm (after convergence) is able to cope with changing 

conditions, and also the convergence speed are other metrics, all of which are discussed 

in more detail in section 4.6. 

3.2 Power control algorithm 

This section gives a brief overview of the entire power control algorithm, before each of 

its components is examined in detail. In a. cellular environment, the transmission power 

of a mobile terminal is typically only controlled by the base station to which the mobile 

is currently connected. However, when the mobile is in soft handoff, the mobile would 

be receiving a number of p~·er control commands. Handoff is a complicated procedure, 

for more information refer to [l1J. A simplified view is that a node is controlled by the 

base station from which it is receiving the strongest pilot signal. However> in an ad hoc 

network the controlling situation is not as clearly defined. Due to the lack of centralized 

controller, each node has to decide which of the surrounding nodes it is going to attempt 

to control. 

Throughout the description of the algorithm, in order to maintain consistency, the node 

that is under scrutiny when describing controlling connectivity will be denoted node j , 

and when the power adaptation of a node is being described, i will be used. Surround· 

iog node j are the other nodes in the network, all transmitting with different powers 

and to different target' nodes. Before node j can attempt to institute some form of 
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control over the other nodes, it ne€ds to determine its neighbouring controlled subset. 

In other words, node j needs some logic to help it decide which of the other nodes in 

the network it will try and exert control over. Each node attempting to control over 

every other node in the network would lead. to unacceptable signalling overhead, and 

probably unstable network behaviour, and is generally not a sensible approach. 

Let Cj be the set of all nodes that node j is attempting to control. The criteria for 

determining which nodes belong in this set are discussed in section 3.3. Node j wiU only 

exert control over the nodes in Cj . The signal received from node m E Cj is compared 

with some ideal value, rj , which is a function of p , where p = (Pl,]J2 • ... ,PN)T is the 

N x 1 vector of each node's transmit power . A decision is made on a link by link 

basis instructing all m E Cj respectively to increase or decrease their power. Fig. 3.1 

o 

Figure 3. 1: Typical controlling node connectivity, showing overlap of sets. 

shows a typical scenario indicating the sets of controlled nodes for j and k, Cj and Ck 

respectively. Another convention that will be used. in this dissertation is that in figures, 

light grey arrows will indicate the control signals whilst a dark arrow depicts the actual 

signal transmission. As node i is an element of both sets Cj and Ck. it would have 

two, possibly different, power control commands instructing it. T his is analogous to a 

mobile in soft-handover in a cellular CDMA system. The various methods of selecting 

Cj are presented in section 3.3. 

Node i has to make a decision based on the power control commands (PCGs) it receives. 
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In Fig. 3.1 node i is being controlled by nodes j and k, and so will have two power 

control command signals. Consider, for c.xample, node j instructing node i to increase 

its power, and node k commanding a decrease in power. These two scenarios could 

possibly have arrived d~e to the Srn. at j from i being below the target sm, but the 

SIR at k from i being greater than required for successful communication. Node i 

would receive the two commands, and would have to make a decision based on the 

new information, possibly as well as past information. In a cellular system, the node 

is usually only trying to maintain a communication link to a single base station, and 

so it should decrease its power if that base station instructs it to, but in an ad hoc 

network it may be necessary for a node to maimain communication with more than 

onc to.rget. In this case the llOUt: :;hould probably not decrease its transmission power if 

instructed to by a node, especially if a node that is essential for maintaining connectivity 

is instructing an .increase in power. A few proposed power adaptation methods a node 

can use to decide hmy to change its transmission power are discussed in section 3.4. 

3 .3 Connectivity criteria 

In order for distributed power control to function, each node needs to know which other 

nodes it should attempt to control. Each node, j, in the network has associated with it a 

vector of the nodes it should issue power control commands to, and the controlled node 

connectivity for tbe entire network can be represented by a matrix, where A = \a.; 1 is 
an N x N matrix with elements 

Cl;j ~ {l. 
Q. 

if node j is controlling node i 

otherwise 

The power control algorithm executing at each node needs to select which nodes it is 

going to attempt to influence. The question arises as to how a. node selects the set of 

nodes that are to be power controlled. Several methods for determining this controlled 

node connectivity are now presented. 
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3 .3.1 Power threshold 

Node j will attempt to control the transmission power of node k if the signal at j being 

received from k is greater than some pre-defined threshold, Tmin. As the algorithm 

o 

o 
o 

Figure 3.2: Arbitrary region of controlling for node j. 

proceeds, the transmit powers of the nodes will evolve and at any instant in time, node j 

will only attempt, to control the nodes, i, that are transmitting with a power great 

enough such that the signal received at j from i is greater than Tmin 

{

I . if Tji (n);'Tmi. 
ai; (n) = 

0, otherwise 

where the instantaneous received power at node j from node i is 

Tjt (n) = Pi (n)· 9j; (n) 

(3.1) 

(3 .2) 

The link gain factor, 9ji (n), in (3 .2) consists of the attenuation due to distance and slow 

shadow fading, a more rigorous explanation of the loss model is given in section 4.3. 

One of the goals of a power control algorithm is to obtain the minimum system transmit 

power vector, p. = [vi,p;, ... ,PNf, that satisfies the Silt targets on the desired links. 

Clearly a mobile should decrease its transmission power if doing so will still maintain 

an acceptable connection to its required target nodes. If the transmission power is 

decreased there will be less interference presented to the rest of the network which can 

lead to an increase in capacity, or , for the same capacity, allow other nodes to lower 
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their transmit powers. Thus a power control algorithm should strive for a minimum 

transmission power solut ion which will have the added benefit of maximizing battery 

lifetime. 

This scheme for determining the controlling set does however posses a critical flaw. 

Using t his proposed threshold method, it is possible that as the algorithm progresses 

over time a mobile decreases its power (as instructed), and due to attenuation is no 

longer received at the intended node with a power greater than Tmin. causing the mobile 

to be removed from the controlling nodes connectivity set. This could happen for any 

number of nodes in t he entire network, and network partitioning will occur rapidly. 

Thus considerable insight needs to go into the choosing of this minimum receive power 

system parameter. Selected results using this connectivity method are presented in 

section 4.7.1. 

3 .3 .2 Distance based connectivity 

Another possible method for determining the control connectivity is to use the inter

nodal distances. If the mobile terminals have access to GPS information then a node 

would have exact knowledge of the position of all t he other nodes around it . It is, 

however, unlikely that this capability would exist in the mobile terminal, and an al

ternate method would be to use the pilot signals ofe8.ch mobile. By monitoring the 

pilot signals, the node is able to determine which are its closest neighbours, as these 

would have the strongest pilot symbols. The performance of this method is based on 

the parameter dmax . A node, 1, will send power control commands to all nodes that are 

within the distance dmax, as depicted in Fig. 3.3. Using a greater value for dmax will 

lead to increased controlling connectivity, however the overhead introduced will also 

increase, and a balance needs to be maintained. 

{

I , if d;. (n) " dm~ 
<l;; (n) = 

0, otherwise 
(3.3) 
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Clearly the number of nodes that fall within the dma.x radius is a function of the 
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Figure 3.3: Maximum distance based controlling connectivity 

distribution of the nodes (assumed uniform), and the node density which, in turn, 

depends on the number of nodes in the network. Simulation results using this distance 

based controlUng connectivity method are presented in section 4.7.3. 

3.3.3 Power received from greatest K nodes 

Building on the idea of using the strength of a pilot signal, another connectivity method 

could be to use actual received signal strength. During each power control iteration 

node j has a record of all signals received, rj = (ri, T2 • ... ,TN)T, with the power received 

from the node itself defined as zero. The idea behind the power received from greatest 

K method is that the node ranks these received signals, and will only send power 

control commands to the K nodes from which it is receiving the strongest signal. 

It should be noted that the value of K is not the number of nodes controlling node j, 

rather it is the number of nodes that node j is attempting to control. Even using a K 

of one could lead to node j being simultaneously controUed by several other nodes. 

3.3.4 srn received from greatest K no des 

Instead of using the actual received signal strength as described in section 3.3.3, a more 

accurate approach may be to use the SIR received at the node. These two methods 
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are expected to give very similar results as the received SIR is directly related to the 

actual received power. Assuming, without loss of generality, that the power received 

at node j from nodes g, h, and i is ranked as follows: 

The SIR at j from any node, i, is given by: 

T, en) 
~j;{n) = R; (n) r;{n) 

where the total power received from all sources at j is denoted. R j (n) and is: 

N 

R; (n) = :Lp; (n)· 9j; (n) +"j 

,"J 

(3.4) 

(3 .5) 

(3.6) 

The iteration time reference (n) will be assumed from now on and omitted from the 

equations for clarity. Rearranging (3.5) solving for Ti, 

then by the order imposed in (3.4), 

r, = ~-!,j,:-' ·.oR;2· 
1 + iji 

1;g . Rj >.= 'Yjh' Rh 
1 +'"(j9"" l+'Yjh 

1i9 -Rj · (1 +ijh) ~ "'Ijh" Rh' (I +1';9) 

/jg + "'fig' "'fjh ~ ,jh + lih . '1ig 

ijg ~ "'fjn 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

The same method can be used to show that "rjg ~ 'Yjh ~ 'Yji - Clearly using the SIR 

from the greatest K will lead to equivalent connectivity to using the greatest K received 

power, therefore simulation results are only presented for the sm method. 

Node j will send power · control commands to the K nodes from which it is receiving 

the greatest signal-to-interference ratio; 

{

I, 
aij (n) = 

0, 

if /ii ~ 1j 
(3.12) 

otherwise 

where 1j is the Kth greatest sm received at node j. 
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Table 3.1: Summary of controlling connectivity criteria 
Cann. method Description 
Power threshold control i if Tii ~ Tmin 

Maximum distance control i if dji ~ dmllJC 

58 

Power greatest K control i if T ji is one of the greatest K received powers at j 
sm greatest K control i if "rji is one of the greatest K SIRs at j 

3.4 Transmit power adaptation 

3 .4.1 Overview 

Once the controlling connectivity has been resolved, the actual power control process 

is able to proceed. Assume t.hi:l.L at any instant in time node j knows what power it 

should be receiving, rj (n), on any link from a connected node in order to maintain 

reliable communication (see section 3.4.2 fo r details). To expand on this, for clarity, 

t he signal-to-interference at node j from node i, Iji. is given by: 

where Rj is the total received. power (including thermal noise) at node j: 

N 

R; - E p;' 9j. + 'j 
i#j 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

in order for reliable communication the sm, as defined by (3.13), must by greater or 

equal to some predefined target sm, I "; 

rearranging and solving for Tji , 

I " ·Rj - I" ·rji:S;; Tji 

, ' . R; <;rj; ' (1 +,' ) 
I " · n · 

r .. :>.; - - -' 
J'? 1+ ...," 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 
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r' (n) ~ 7" . Rj (n) 
1 1 + "y-

(3.19) 

The ideal received power at node j is the same for any node that wishes to be success-

fully received at j. The value given in (3.19) is one example of a possible method of 

choosing an ideal received power. 

Clearly rj (n) is a £unctipn of the system transmit power vector, p. At any given time 

instant , n, the difference in power received at node j from node i t A;i (n) , relative to 

the ideal received power is: 

l!.j' (n) ~ r; (n) - rj' (n ) 

~ r; (n) - p, (n) · 9j ' (n) 

(3.20) 

(3.21) 

Node j is able to calculate r; (n) using some predefined means, and it can then in

struct node i to increase or decrease its transmission power by the amount required, 

D.ji (n ). If all the other nodes remain transmitting with the same power then with 

the next power control iteration (assuming no change in path gain) , the ideal received 

power would be satisfied, i.e. convergence attained in a single iteration. However, all 

the other nodes are also being instructed to change their powers, and there is a time 

varying path gain, hence there would be a non-zero Aji (n ) at every time instant. The 

algorithm is repeated infinitely, constantly tracking to the new ideal power. 

Several problems exist with the aforementioned scheme. In order for the target node 

to change its power to match the desired ideal power at node j, the value A j ; (n) needs 

to be transmitted from node j to node i every power control time instant. This leads 

to a large transmission overhead, especially if there is a high degree of controlling node 

connectivity. The convergence of the scheme to the optimal value also depends on the 

accuracy to which t he measurements can be achieved, and the precision (word length) 

of the transmitted power control command. 

Another problem still exists, in that a node may be receiving more than one power 

control command. Embedded in the node must be some logic which determines what 
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to do in the event that the node receives more than one pec. Several possible solutions 

are suggested. The adaptation of transmit power at node i is given by: 

pdn + 1) ~ p; (n) + ",. €; (n) (3.22) 

It is the choice of the €; (n) function which defines the transmit pov.rer adaptation 

scheme. The power change step-size, cp, is a system constant. Fig. 3.4 shows a typical 

o 
o 

o 

o I 

Figure 3.4: Controlling and controlled sets 

scenario of controlled and controlling connectivities. The dark arrows indicate a re

ceived signal transmission, and the grey arrows indicate the power control commands. 

Node i is being controlled by nodes j, k, l , m and node j is controlling nodes i, n, 0, p 

Node j calculates r; (n) and compares this with the actual signal received, Ti (n) from 

all i it is controlling. 

<;; ~ 'gn (r; (n) - pdn)· g;; (n) (3.23) 

If the signal from node i was received at node j with too little power, then the result 

of (3.23) will be a. positive. indicating that node i should increase its transmission 

power. Similarly, a negative sign indicating a decrease in power will result when node i 

is being received at node j with a power that e.xceeds r; (n). Only a single bit indicating 

the desired PCC is needed to be transmitted from node j to node i. This leads to far 

less overhead than if node j had to t ransmit the entire ~ji (n) value. 

The convergence speed of the single-bit control algorithm is directly inB.uenced by the 

step-size, fP. and the speed at which the algorithm is running. 
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As mentioned, if a node is receiving more than one pee, then it has to decide what 

to do, and some method.s for doing so are presented. These different ways that a node 

can calculate the!i (n) in (3.22) value are presented in section 3.4.3. 

3.4.2 Ideal received power 

The choice of the method used to determine the ideal received power is crucial. The 

technique given by (3.19) is a useful starting point, in that the ideal received power 

is equal to the minimum power necessary to exactly satisfy the target SIR. Borrowing 

from an idea proposed. by Mitra for a bursty transmissions in a cellular environment [30\, 

a new definition of ideal received power is U3ed. At node j , the id~al received power 

that any signal should ani ve at is given by: 

rj (n + 1) = ~ [I; (n) HVV; (n)] 

- r·w 
r= r+w 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

where r is the target de--spread SIR, W is the CDMA processing gain, lj is the mean 

interference experienced at a node, V; is the variance of the interference and 1/.1 is a 

parameter related to the desired outage of the system. 

The instantaneous interference at node j is simply the sum of all the received. powers, 

and is given by: 
N 

Ij(n) = E rjk(n). X,. +''Ii (3 .26) 
k_l 

where the X,. term is a boolean activity indicator, X,. E {Q, I}, with X,. = I if the 

mobile k is transmitting. 

The mean interference at node j , i j , is given analytically by: 

N 

ij en) = LP" (n)· 9j1c (n)· Wk + 11j (3 .27) 
k=l 

where the probability that the kth mobile is t ra.nsm.itting, Wk is: 

(3.28) 
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The algorithm also takes the second order statistics of the received interference into 

account, and thus is better able to adjust to a time-varying environment. The variance 

of the interference is given by: 

N 

var [I] = 11; (n) = L Pl(n). g;dn) . Wk· (I - Wk) (3.29) 
>_1 

When a steady-state condition is reached the variance term would drop to zero and 

thus have no effect. If node j is receiving a signal at t he ideal received power value, the 

sm at node j is given by: 
r' 

7 = - ' - (3 .30) 
I - T~ , 

If the variance of the interference is zero (steady state) , then (3.24) reduces to: 

substituting into (3.30): 

r 
rj = r + W· Ij 

r:fw. I '" _ + 1 ,- r 
1- r+W' I j 

r 
l'+W 

r+w r 
r+W 

r 
'Y= -

W 

(3.31) 

(3.32) 

(3.33) 

(3.34) 

thus, as expected, at steady state the SIR is equal to' the traditional CDMA spread 

SIR. 

The parameter 1j; in (3.24) is related to the tolerable outage, 8, of t he system. A 

particular communication link, for example from k to j. is said to be experiencing 

outage if its SIR drops below a minimum target SIR. 

It is shown in [30J and [80J that 1/J is related to 0 by: 

1 - 6 = _1_1'" e-~ dx ..n:rr -00 

(3.35) 

(3 .36) 
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Given the maximum allowable outage, 0, a t/J value can be calculated, or looked up from 

statistical tables. Essentially, the ideal received power is set to slightly greater than 

actually required so that any increased interference will not cause the srn of the link 

to drop below the minimum sm and result in t he system to be in outage. The variance 

term in (3.24) acts as a damping mechanism, absorbing any increased interference. 

The value of t/J is equal to the x·value at which the area under t he standard normal 

0.>5 

0.' 

, , 
\ , 

, • 

Figure 3.5: Normal distribution with 90% area shaded (10% outage) 

distribution is equal to 1-0. From Fig. 3.5 the 1/1 parameter corresponding to an outage 

of 10% is 1.282. The ttadeoff caused by specifying too stringent an outage requirement 

is decreased network capacity, as each user transmits with a power slightly greater than 

what is actually needed. 

In essence, (3.24) gives an estimate of the power any signal should arrive at during the 

(n + l )th time instant in order for the Sm. to be satisfied, based on the signal statistics 

at time n. Unlike traditional algorithms which only take into account the mean of 

the interference experienced at a node, (3.24) also relies on the second order statistics 

(variance) of the interference. This can be used to help in the guarantee the QoS. A 

similar padding of a users sm was introduced by Bambos in his active link quality 
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protection call admission scheme [44J. 

3 .4.3 Power adapt;ation methods 

Although based on a cellular system, the quantity defined by (3.24) is used as the r; 

reference in (3.23). A node is then able to send appropriate increase/ decrease p e Gs to 

the terminals it is controlling. After this phase of the algorithm has proceeded, each 

node will have any number of peGs (between 0 and N - 1 of them) instructing it to 

either increase or decrease its transmission po .... -er. Various methods as to how the node 

chooses which commands to obey are proposed. 

Satisfy all links 

When a node, j, does the comparison to calculate { ji described by (3.23), in essence 

it is determining jf the communication link is deemed satisfactory. For clarity and 

consistency of description, we assume that when rji (n) is greater than r; (n) then the 

minimum sm target on the i to j link is satisfied and the communication is deemed 

successful. 

Given the connectivity matrix, A , node i will have c; power control commands, where 

N 

co= "L:a.; , 1<i<N 
;=1 

(3.37) 

Recall, CLtj is 1 if node j is cont rolling node i , and 0 if node j is not controlling node i. 

In order to attempt to satisfy the target SIR on all the links that are controlling it, 

node i should use an Ei (n) in its power adaptivity, Pi (n + 1) = Pi (n) + r.p. ti (n) where, 

{ 

+ I , if any e;i (n) is +ve 
t i (n) = 

-I, otherwise 
(3.38) 

That is, increase the t ransmission power of node i if by a fixed amount, cp, if any other 

node sends an increase power command. 
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Figure 3.6: Predefined connectivity 

Fig. 3.6 gives an example of a strongly connected network where all t he links are 

assumed bi-directional. In the diagram, node i needs to maintain an acceptable com

munication link with nodes h, j and k, and they are sending control signals to i. In 

order for the given connectivity to remain in place, i should only decrease its power if 

all of the controlling nodes are commanding a decrease in power, as by ignoring any 

of the increase commands, that link would be broken and partitioning of the network 

may occur. 

The problem with this scheme is that in theory a positive feedback effect could occur 

where all nodes are increasing their power to achieve the target SIR, and this leads to an 

increase in total interference at all nodes, which requires the nodes to further increase 

their power. This effect will only stop when all nodes have reached their maximwn 

allowable transmission power, 'Pi. If the connectivity criteria algorithm is not carefully 

chosen, then a. node, i, may end up receiving a PCC from a far away node that really 

should not be attempting to control i. 

Satisfy m ean of links 

Intuitively, a more suitable scheme would be for a node to behave in a manner which 

would benefit the network as a whole. A seemingly fair method would be for the node 

to increase its transmis:sion power only if the majority of pces sent to it indicated an 
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increase. If the node received more decrease commands than increase commands, then 

it should lower it transmission pov.-er. 

" (n) ~ sgn ( I:: {;;(n») 
;E{a;j(n)-l} 

(3.39) 

This scheme is also dependent on the connectivity criteria algorithm for the same 

reasons given previously, however it is a. more balanced approach, and should be less 

susceptible to the positive feedback pov.-er saturation problem. If the same number of 

increase and decrease commands are received then the node will decrease its power, to 

try and reduce overall interference. 

Satisfy best link only 

A possible solution to solve the unwanted positive feedback behaviour problem is to 

instruct the node to only listen to its closest neighbours, and only obey the best power 

command. Node i should decrease its transmission power if any other node instructs it 

to, and only if the SIR targets at all of its recipient nodes are not met then i should 

increase its power by !p. 

{

-I 
<;(n) ~ , 

+1, 

if any t ji. (n) is -ve 
(3.40) 

otherwise 

Satisfy weighted arithmetic mean 

Another proposed method for calculating !p is the weighted mean approach. 

Edn) = sgn (0+ ·et -fr ·tj) (3.41) 

~j is the sum of all the ~jdn) that are +ve, and similarly, tj is the sum of all the 

~ji. (n) that are -ve. A positive scaling factor , n+, and a negative scaling factor,n-, 

are introduced to emphasize a particular trend. For example setting n+ = 2 and 

n- = 1 would mean that the increase commands are twice as important as the decrease 
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commands. Similarly, using n+ = n- = 1 reduces the weighted arithmetic mean into a 

standard arithmetic mean as defined by (3.39). If a tie results, i.e. n+ 'f.! -n- 'f.j = 0 

then the node should decrease its transmission power. 

Four methods have been proposed for controlling the transmit power adaptation. A 

brief summary of the methods is presented in Table 3.2 

Table 3.2: Summary of transmit power adaptation algorithms 
Adapt. method Effect 
satisfy all increase power if any node instructs an increase 
satisfy mean network fair? 1:1 ratio 
satisfy best decrease power if any node instructs an decrease 
weighted mean emphasize trend, increase:decrea.se ratio 

Some ideas are common to all the transmit power adaptation schemes described. If a 

node does not re<:eive any pees during an iteration, and the node is currently active, 

then the node should increase its power by the step-size. Also, if a node is currently 

not active, then it should ignore any commands received, which may have been sent 

during the previous iteration when the node was actively transmitting. 'When.a node 

changes from the inactive to active (transmitting) state it begins transmitting with the 

same power as it was previously using before it stopped transmission. 

3.5 Summary 

This chapter introduced the distributed power control method for ad hoc networks. It 

consists of two separate units: the controlling connectivity algorithm, and the transmit 

power adaptation algorithm. The connE:(:tivity algorithm is used to detennine which 

terminals a node should send control signals to, and four methods have been presented 

for determining the set of nodes, Cj, that node j will send pecs to. Node j will attempt 

to control nodei if: the power received at j from i is greater than some threshold (Tmin), 

the distance between nodes i and j is less than some threshold (dmax), tbe signal received 

at j is one of the greatest K or the SIR at j from i is one of the greatest K SIRs. 
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The proposed transmit power adaptation algorithm was also presented. Based on 

the power control commands received, a node is able to apply some decision logic to 

determine how it should adapt its transmission power , depending on whether it should 

attempt to satisfy the best link only, satisfy all the links, or some combination of 

the two. In order to detennine if a particular communication link is acceptable some 

criteria is needed, and the idea of an ideal received power is introduced. An algorithm 

developed for a cellular system has been used. 

The performance of these connectivity schemes in conjunction with the transmit power 

adaptation algorithms are presented in Chapter 4. 



Chapter 4 

System and Simulation Model 

4.1 Int roduction 

This chapter focuses on the physical description of the network. The cbannelloss model 

is separated into signal attenuation which is a function of distance, and a time varying 

shadow fading component. Due to the fully distributed nature of the network, each 

node has to (independently) make power control decisions for the other nodes in the 

system. The performance of the system was tested through a custom designed com

puter simulation environment. This chapter describes the model implemented in the 

simulation and some selected results are presented, comparing the different connectivity 

and transmit power adaptation schemes. 

4 .2 Network m od el 

Consider a network consisting of N nodes, with node j transmitting at time instant n 

with power P; en). The signal-to-interfe~ce ratio (SIR) at node i from nodej , "Yij (n ), 

is given by: 

/ ij (n) = N Pi (n)· gij (n) 

L: Pit; (n)· gilt; (n) + TJi 
k;AiJ 

69 

(4.1) 
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The inter-node fading term, 9ij (n), includes attenuation due to path loss and shadow 

fading. Included in the noise at the receiver is a component due to thermal noise, 

wbich is modelled as a constant 7Ji = No . B , where B is the spread-spectrum signal 

bandwidth and No is t he single-sided noise pov,.-er spectral density. In order for reliable 

communication to be ac~ieved , the SIR received. at a node should be greater than some 

target SIR, "I- . 

4 .3 Loss model 

The signal transmitted by a node is subject to various forms of fading before it is 

received at the target node. These include: attenuation due to path loss , shadow

fading as well as fast-fading. The intention is to accurately, and consistently model 

the total loss a signal will experience once it has been transmitted from a node. The 

various loss mechanisms are assumed to be independent. Fast fading due to multi-path 

interference (Rayleigh fading) is not considered in the model or the simulation as it is 

assumed that time-averaging and a RAKE fonn of receiver combined with turbo coding 

will mitigate t he effects of fast-fading [l J,[81J. The total inter-node loss between nodes i 

and j at time instant n, gij (n), due to path loss and shadow-fading can be represented 

as, 

gi; (n ) = (path !OSS)i; en) + (shadow fading).; (n) 

where the quantities in (4.2) are all in dEs. 

4 .3 .1 P ath loss 

(4.2) 

A simple power law model for path loss has been commonly used in literature [7, 82] , 

where the path loss between nodes i and j at time n, 4; (n), is given by: 

li; (n) = -10· adogc4; (n) (4.3) 
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where d;j (n) is the Euclidean distance between nodes i and j. It was shown experi

mentally that the path-loss exponent, et , depends on the type of terrain and also on 

the height of the base-station antenna above ground (831. so these results are not di

rectly applicable to the case of mobile-to-mobile transmissions which would be typical 

in an ad hoc network. For a cellular system, empirically Cl' has been show to be in the 

range of 3 to 5, depending on the type of terrain. A more comprehensive model for 

the path loss which is widely used in planning cellular networks is the Ha.ta-Okumura 

model (84, SS}, but this model is only useful when the base-station antenna heights are 

above 30 m. Extensions to this model based were proposed in [83J. A value for et of 4 

was used in the simulation. 

4.3.2 Shadow fading 

The slow fading effects that are evident in a wireless channel have been observed to fol· 

Iowa lognormal l distribution. Random features of the terrain such as variable building 

heights, t rees, etc, all contribute to a sequential and independent random fluctuation 

of the signal. Based on the central limit theorem, these will lead to a Gaussian distri

bution with zero mean and variance 0"2. Empirical data has show that q2 is between 6 

and 12 dBs [86J. 

The dB attenuation due to shadow fading was shown by Gudmundson to exhibit an 

exponential spatial correlation [87]. Given two points separated by a distance d, the 

correlation between the shadow fading factors Si and 82 is: 

(4.4) 

Do is the correlation distance, and typical values for this range from 20 m for urban 

areas, to 500 m for suburban areas. 

If the velocity of a mobile is v, then the distance travelled by the mobile during the 

I A function is de;cribed as lognormal when the logarithm of the random variable has a Gau.ssian 
distribution. 
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time period T is V · T, al}d the spatial correlation expressed as a t ime correlation [881: 

E[S(t)· S(t+ r)] ~ a'exp (-";;) (4.5 ) 

The interval between power control updates, T, varies depending on the system spec

ifications. GSM uses a I of 480 ms, 15-95 uses 1.25 ms, and UTMS has a power con

trol period of 0.625 ms. The distance change between two mobiles (relative to their 

actual dlstance separation) during a single T duration is insignificant, and d;.j is as

sumed constant to simplify analysis. 

A discrete model of the time correlation of the shadow fading is then given by: 

E [S (n). S (n+ I)] _ . , 
ij i; -pr; (4.6) 

where p, the correlation coefficient, is equal to exp ( - J;;)' From Fig. 4.1 it is clear 

I 
~ ... 0.7 

1 
o o 

200 " 
PCSP(msj 

SOO 50 mobile velocity v (ms-I) 

Figure 4.1: Correlation coefficient as a function of mobile velocity and power control 
sampling period (PCSP) for an urban environment (Do = 50 m). 

that a fast update rate is needed when a mobile is travelling at high velocity in order 

for t he algorithm to be able to track the channel variation. 

As the logarithm of the shadow fading has an approximately normal distribution, a 

generating function for the random variable can be represented by a first-order Gauss-
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Markov process: 

S,;(n+ 1) - p·S,;(n)+ VI-I" . Z (4.7) 

The function Z is a Gaussian random variable with zero mean and variance ,,2, 

Z ....., N [0,a 2]. This variance was set to 6dB for the simulation. Fig. 4.2 shows a 

o 10000 

o 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000 
time (ms) 

Figure 4.2: Typical random channel variat ion due to shadowing effects. 
The correlation coefficients, p. are 0.95 , 0.99 and 0.9999 respectively. 

typical graph of the channel variation due to shadow fading over time. 

Recently proposed was an enhanced model for simulating the shadow fading 189J. This 

method included the correlation between uplink and downlink channels. 

4.4 Ideal received power algorithm 

The decision logic used by a node when determining if the quality of a received signal 

is adequate for successful communication depends on the value of rj . the ideal received 
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power. This concept is borrowed from research done for a cellular CDMA system 

in {30, 80J. The power control algorithm proposed by Mitra. was, the ideal received 

power, r;, for any node j in the network at time instant n + 1 is given by: 

rj (n + 1) = ~ [I; (n) + "v'V; (n)] 

- r·w 
r= r+w 

(4.8) 

(4 .9) 

where r is the target de-spread SIR, set to 10 dB for the simulation, and W is the 

CDMA processing gain, set to 63.2 I; is the mean interference experienced. at a node, 

Vj is the variance of the interference and 'I/J is a parameter related to the desired outage 

of the system. The ideal received power algorithm was described in more detail in 

section 3.4.2. 

4.4.1 Interference Calculation 

The mean interference at node j, I j , is given analytically by: 

N 

1, (n) = L>k (n)· 9jk (n)· Wk + '1; . (4.10) 
k=l 

For the Simulation , I; was calculated using t he exact received power from all the trans

missions (also including thermal noise) averaged over a time period. The previous L 

values of Ij (n) are used, achieving a sliding window effect seen in Fig. 4.3, and the 

mean interference at time n is given by: 
_ 1 n 

I; (n) = L L I ; (t) 
t_n_L+l 

(4.11) 

4.4.2 Variance calculat ion 

By taking t he second order statistics of the received interference intO account, the 

algorithm is better able to adjust to a time-va.ryiug environment. When a steady-state 

2USing a bandwidth of 1.2288 Mlb., as specified in the IS·95 standard, this equates to a transmission 
bit-rate of 14 = 1 .2a'A~lIb = 19.5th/s. 
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---~/ Y 

Figure 4.3: Sliding interference window 

condition is reached the variance term would drop to zero and thus have no effect. The 

variance of the interference is given by: 

N 

var [I} ~ V; (n) ~ 2:>1 (n)· g;,(n). Wk· (1 - Wk) (4. 12) 
1::1 

In the simulation, V; (n) is calculated by finding the variance of the values of interference 

stored in the window buffer: 

1 n 

V;(n)~L L (lj(n)- Ij(tJ)' 
t:<n-L+l 

(4.13) 

4.5 Simulation 

4.5.1 Description 

The power control algorithm was tested in a custom designed. simulation environ

ment. The program was written in C++ using the WSL mathematical and statis

tical libraries [90! to generate random variables and assist in matrix computations. 
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A discrete-time implementation with an iteration constant time step of 'T = 1 ms was 

used. This resolution allows for power control iterations to occur at the same resolution, 

giving a frequency of operation of 1 kHz , compared to 1.6 kHz which is used in UMTS 

and the much slower rate of 2.083 Hz for GSM. The nodes are initially uniformly ran

domly situated in a 1000 m x 1000 m square celL The number of nodes in the network 

was a variable simulation parameter. It was assumed that the transmitter is able to 

accurately set its transmission power to the exact value required by the algorithm, and 

delays due to measurements and signal transmissions were assumed to be negligible. 

The simulation run time (iterations) is a user definable parameter, ItsTillStop. 

4.5.2 Mobility model 

In order to accurately simulate the network, an algorithm is needed to emulate the 

mobility of the nodes. There has been a great deal of work done on ~obility models 

for an ad hoc network, see [91] and tbe references therein. The more detailed mobility 

models play a greater role in analysing and simulating routing performance. For the 

simulation of the power control algorithm a simplified model has been implemented. 

The mean node velocity, v, and mean journey duration, JJ. . are simulation input pa,..

rameters. A node travels in a constant direction with a velocity randomly generated 

using an exponential random variable with a mean of.v.cor a mean duration of J.I.. The 

duration is also generated using an exponential random variable. The node direction 

is a uniform random variable in the range [0,21i). 

When the simulation begins a system velocity vector, v , direction vector. 8, and journey 

duration vector, 1). . are generated. Each node, i, has velocity Vi. direction ()j and 

journey duration countdown time, JJ.i. These represent the random initial mobility 

conditions of the nodes. Every simulation iteration , each component of the journey 

duration vector, JJ.i, is decremented by I , and if any of the values drops to zero a new 

node velocity, direction and duration are generated. All the nodes are then instantly 
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displaced to their new x and y co-ordinates generated by: 

xi(n+ l ) = xi(n) +Vi -cas6; 

Yi(n+l) = y,(n)+vi -sin8i 

77 

(4.14) 

Nodes are not allowed beyond the border of the test area, and any calculations of (4.14) 

t hat would lead the node to wander outside the boundaries are restricted such that at 

any time instant, n, all the nodes are within the borders 

4.5.3 Simulation flow 

0$ Xi (n) $ celLwidth 

o ~ y, (n) ~ celLheight 
(4 .15) 

After the initialisation of the input parameters, the necessary number of node objects 

are created in memory with random starting positions and mobilities. The flow of the 

simulation is a fairly linear progression, and is self explanatory upon looking at the 

approximate flow diagram of the process, Fig. 4.4. 

The initialisation routine extracts the default initialisation parameters and stores them 

in memory for use during the simulation. The N nodes are scattered over the system 

area using x and y coordina.tes generated with a uniform random variable, and the initial 

inter-node attenuation due to simple path loss is calculated using (4.3) and stored in the 

L matrix, which has dimensions N x N. The fading model includes slow shadow fading 

and a matrix of shadow fading factors , S , is generated for time n = 0 where Sij (0) 

is calculated using (4.7), with Sij (n = -1) = 0 and a channel correlation coefficient 

calculated using t he mean node velocity and the correlation distance simulation input 

parameter . 

Instead of calculating new values for the shadow fading on each inter-node link every 

simulation instant, a new N by N matrix, st, representing the time until the next 

shadow fading link change is also introduced.. Sije (n) contains the time in milliseconds 
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Figure 4,4: Simulat ion flow diagram 

until the link undergoes' its next fade. Every simulation iteration all the Sij are decre

mented by one, and if any value reaches zero a new Sij and Si; t are generated. An 

exponentially distributed random variable with mean 7"", where 'I. is a simulation input 

parameter, is used to generate the random times of st. 

The stochastic on/off behaviour of each node is simulated in a method similar to that 

used for the node mobility and shadow fading. A vector, T , with element T;; containing 

the random time for node j before the node switches state. The node is on for meafLon, 

and off for a time of meD.fLOjJ. where both of these are simulation input parameters. 

Every simulation iteration T is parsed and decremented, and if any node reaches a zero 

count t hen its state is changed. 
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The simulation is able to exactly determine the total interference experienced at a 

node, as required by (4.8). The new interference value is added to the sliding window 

vector, replacing the oldest stored value, and a new mean interference, i;, is calculated 

based upon the previous L interference values. After the calculat ion of I;, the engine 

calculates the instantaneous variance, Vi, of the interference over the I j (n) values stored 

in the window. This is repeated for each node, j , in the network. 

Equation (4.8) is used to obtain the ideal received power, r; (n + 1). This value is what 

any signal at node j should be received at in order for the Srn. target, as well as the 

QoS outage specifications to be satisfied. 

Each node. it is able to calculate an SIR vector, "'Ii' where the ith element of "Yj is 

'Yji en) as given by (4.1 ). and this vector is sorted so that node will easily be able to 

determine which the greatest K SIRs are if necessary for the connectivity algorithm. 

The inter~node controlling connectivity matrix, A , is calculated depending on the con~ 

nectivity criteria set at the beginning of the simulation. For each connected node, 

node j then either sends an increase or decrease power control command to the neces

sary nodes depending on the result of (3 .23). Each node i then adapts its transmission 

power according to the adaptation method set in the initialisation (refer to 3.4). The 

actual transmission power is only updated at the very end of the iteration of the algo

rithm. Any further calculations that are done this iteration are based upon the values 

obtained before the actual power change. 

4.6 P erformance metrics 

In order for the different connectivity and adaptation algorithms to be compared and 

ranked, some meaningful statistics need to be observed for the conditions under test. 

These statistics include system outage, mean SIR value and convergence speed, as well 

as the total connectivity of t he network. A mean SIR value for node i, Itvc , is obtained 
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by averaging the best sm value of node i over every iteration after convergence is 

believed to have been achieved. This convergence condition is somewhat difficult to 

calculate in the simulation, so instead a trend is manually monitored and is available as 

a user input parameter. ItsTillConv, indicating the number of iterations until conver

gence is assumed. Although there are more sophisticated methods of determining the 

convergence, if this parameter is made sufficiently large relative to the time-step, but 

small compared to the total number of iterations, it is an accurate, although generous 

way of specifying convergence. The system mean sm is taken by averaging ,tYe over 

all N nodes in the network. 

In order to calculate the system outage the simulation contains an outage count vector, 

a. Every simulation iteration the best srn of all the nodes is (sequentially) compared 

to the target SIR, and if it is below this target the outage COWlt for that node is 

incremented: 

6dn) = 6dn - 1) + 1 (4.16) 

A running count is also kept of the number of iterations that each node has been 

transmitting, otherwise when a node is inactive (not transmitting), its SIR will drop to 

zero and the simulation will think the node is experiencing outage. Once the particular 

simulation run has completed the total system outage is calculated by taking the average 

outage of all the nodes. The outage for a single node is only tested after convergence has 

been attained, which is the number of iterations speci£ed as described previously, by the 

ItsTillConv input parameter. As mentioned the convergence is difficult to accurately 

quantify, as it varies dramatically between nodes and initial starting conditions (node 

placement etc.). Hwnan input is used here to get a feel of the speed of the algorithm. 

True network connectivity is also a very important metric to see how a particular 

combination of connectivity and transmit power adaptation fare. At the end of each 

simulation run, the total connectivity for each node is calculated. The true connectivity 

for node j is a boolean :vector indicating which other nodes are receiving from j with 

a SIR that is acceptable. All these true connectivity vectors are combined to form a 
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true connectivity matrL'X indicating which nodes are successfully being received at other 

target nodes. An example network showing final connectivity is given in Fig. 4.5: By 

5 

Figure 4.5: Sample ad hoc network with connectivity after convergence as indicated, 
an arrow pointing from node i to node j indicates that 'Yji ~ "I. 

direct observation of the diagram the true connectivity matrix can be extracted: 

0 0 0 0 I 

I 0 I 0 I 

A ~ [<1;;) ~ 0 0 0 0 0 (4.17) 

0 I I 0 I 

I 0 0 I 0 

However. by noting, for example, that node 1 can communicate to node 4 through the 

use of an intermediate node, 2, it is possible to loop through this single link connectivity 

matrix and obtain the total networks' global true connectivity matrix, A·. 

0 I I I I 

I 0 I I I 

A' ~ [<1;;) ~ 0 0 0 0 0 (4.18) 

I I 0 I 

I I I I 0 

Clearly node 3 cannot be reached by any other node, and so this would be an example 

of poor topology control. 

From this A· matrix it is easy to obtain the total average node connectivity, X: 

(4.19) 
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A network which has a path between every node pair (connected network) would lead 

to X = 1, which is the ideal value for an ad hoc network. The maximum number of 

hops between any node pair is N - 1. 

In order to get accurate statistics, the simulation needs to be run for lengthy periods 

of time using a Monte-Carlo approach, where the same input parameters are tested for 

many different initial node conditions, random shadow fading and mobilities. 

4.7 R esults 

It is very difficult to easily summarize and quantify the effect that many of the input 

parameters have on the system performance and it is impossible to present results from 

every logical permutation of the parameters, so instead a general overview is presented. 

Some of the actual results obtained may appear unrealistic in terms arreal-world values, 

but as this work is an initial foray into power cont.rol in ad hoc networks the results 

are more useful in portraying trends than obtaining exact values. 

One of the properties of a. power control algorithm is the convergence of t he node SIR. 

The sm of a node i is defined as: 

I.{n) = m~lji (n) , (4.20) 

That is li is taken a.t the node, j > which has t he greatest SIR from node i . T~ .. o 

important properties when discussing the convergence of the SIR are: speed and final 

value. The speed of convergence to the final value is difficult to quantify as it varies 

substantia.11y from node to node. The best way is to give an approximate worst-case 

scenario. 

4.7.1 Connectivity : Received p owe r threshold 

For an explanation of this connectivity method refer to section 3.3.1. Starting off with 

the most basic model of an ad hoc netv."Ork, the nodes are kept stationary and the atten-
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ua.tion due to shadow' fa.i:iing is set to 0 dB. Thus the only signal loss mechanism is due 

to distance attenuation, and this remains constant for every inter· node link throughout 

the duration of the simulation. The best method of visualizing the performance of 

the network in terms of SIR convergence is a a plot of the sm of a node over time. 

This enables an accurate description of the functioning of the algorithm (with specific 

SIR at node :11 
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Figure 4.6: SIR over course of simulation run, no mobility: v = 0 ms-I 

input parameters) over time. The time taken until convergence can be easily read. off 

such a graph. Fig. 4.6 shows the temporal adaptation of the node's SIR, as defined 

by (4 .20). This was using a rmin = 10-16 W and the satisfy best link transmit power 

adjustment scheme. Again it should be noted that although this may seem like an 

unrealistically small value to use, the aim is to show that the algorithm works (under 

particular conditions), not to exactly quantify all simulation parameters. 

Zooming in on the area of interest from approximately 200 _ 400 iterations, as shown 

in Fig. 4.7, it can be seen that convergence occurs (for tbls particular node) after 

approximately 360 iterations. The node maintains this converged value indefinitely. 
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Figure 4.7: Zoomed. in SIR showing itera.tions 200 --+ 400 
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It was noted that when the sm did converge to the correct target, an oscillatory 

behaviour was observed. With r set to 10 dB and a processing gain, W> of 63 this 

corresponds to an ideal SIR of: 

~. ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ 0159 (4.21) 

The magnitude of the ~illations depends on the value of the power adaptation step

size parameter, t.p. Recall, the outage is calculated by comparing 1 to some target SIR, 

7", and if..., < "'I- the node is considered to be in outage. The actual SIR bounces 

aroWld the target SIR and this leads to an outage of approximately 50 % which is 

obviously not satisfactory. 

A solution to this is to pad the target SIR slightly, Le. introduce a guard zone so that 

even with the oscillat ion I remains above '1 •. 

Increasing the r by If' leads to a target SIR of 

(4.22) 
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With <p set to 0.25 dB the new target spread srR is 

"" "'( = 10·10 IQ =0. 168 
63 

(4.23) 

By increasing the target SIR a small amount t he outage target sm can be kept the 

same. In a system implementation where the target Srn. is set to, for example 10 dB , 

t he nodes think they should be attempting a target of 10.25 dB thus even when taking 

the sm oscillation into account, the outage specifications will be satisfied. Hence this 

modified srn of r = 10.25 dB is used as t he target despread sm for the nodes in all 

the simulations. 

It can be seen from Fig. 4.8 that even though the node is below its new target spread 

sm of 0.168, because of the padding the SIR does not drop below the actual required 

spread SIR of 0 .159, and so the outage is much lower. Another issue that arises is 

0.2 

SIR at node : 11 

"". . ",' ": . 

. . :-outage ta~ SIR' : .. .. ... . . .. ... 

200 220 240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400 
Iterations [ms] 

Figure 4.8: sm over time, with modified sm target 

the necessity to cap the SIR of a node. Consider the situation where two nodes are 

grouped. close together but spatially displaced. from the rest of the network, as shown 
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o 

k 

Figure 4.9: Situation where average SIR would be affected 

by Fig 4.9. As the distance between, for example, nodes j and l is large, any signal 

transmitted by node j will experience significant attenuation before it is received at l. 

In some instances, a subset of the other nodes will instruct j and k to increase their 

power. Even though node j will probably instruct node k to decrease its power and 

vice versa the majority of nodes will be instructing an increase in power. Unless the 

satisfy best link only is used as the transmit power adjustment scheme, nodes j and k 

will end up increasing their power. Thus the SIR at k from j will be much greater than 

required, often by several orders of magnitude. When taking the average SIR over the 

whole network, a pair of nodes as in the example, would cause the mean Sm. to be 

greatly skewed, and it would exhibit a very large variance. This is not a meaningful 

result, and so an upper limit is imposed. In the output statistics of the simulation, the 

maximum sm of a node is upper limited to i = 0.5. 

As an example, with no mobility or shadow fading and the interference window length 

set to 1 iteration, the average sm of the nodes using the different controlling connec

tivity schemes is presented in Fig. 4.10. As can be seen, the range of the SIR is almost 

50dB! 

It would initially appear that the sa.tisfy best link only performs the best, with the 

mean node SIR approximately equal to the ideal target 8IR3 of -7.743 dB when the 

Tmin parameter is kept below lO-16W. However, examining the true network con-

' The target SIR &3 given by (4.23) in decibels is: h'· )~B "" 10 log C%;') "" -7.743 dB 
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nectivity graph, as given in Fig. 4.11 indicates that the performance of this connec

tivity scheme is poor for this range of Tmin- The best connectivity is achieved for 

10-14 ~ Tmin ~ 10- 8 W , and all the connectivity schemes appear to achieve maxi

mum network connectivity when Tmin = 10-8 W. I t is clear from Fig. 4.12 that the 

weighted arithmetic mean..l:1 and satisfy o.lllinks connectivity schemes result in posi

tive feedback effects that cause the transmit power to ramp up continuously for V31ues 

Tmin:;;;;: 10-11 W. In these simulation runs, the transmit power was limited. to a max

imum output of 1 W , or o dB. Using too small a Tmin parameter will lead to a node 

sending power control commands to many other nodes, and this will cause the positive 

feedback effect that results in the ramping of the nodes' transmit powers. 

The satisfy best link only scheme performs the best in terms of average node transmit 

power, as a node is able to ignore this feedback effect and essentially only be controlled 

by its nearest neighbour, however the true network connectivity, X, of the scheme 

suffers, with a peak value of approximately 28%. As can be seen from Fig. 4. 13 the 
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average node outage is also minimized when this connectivity scheme is used, and zero 

outage was experienced when Tmin was in the range of 10- 15 " rmin ~ 10- 10 W. 

0.3 r----~-----;:=;c~;:;:;:'ll -a- WM 1:1 
'""'*"" Best Unk 
-e- Al l links 

0.25 

0.' 

R .... (W] 

Figure 4. 11: Average true node connectivity 

Another method of visualising the SIR is a probability density function (pdf) which 

characterizes t he distribution of the SIR. The simulation is set to execute for multiple 

runs with the same input parameters (but different initial placements) and the 'Y value 

for every node and every simulation iteration is stored in memory on the computer. 

This is averaged over all the runs done, and a histogram of the Srn. is produced using 

MATLAB, which is then normalized by the sum of all the bins to obtain a pdf. With the 

mobile velocity set to vehicular speeds 6Okmh-1, equivalent to v = 16.7 ms-I the SIR 

distribution, as depicted in Fig. 4 .14 has a clearly Gaussian type distribution, with the 

mean situated around 0.168. These distributions were obtained using rmin = 10-16 w. 
The transmit power adaptation method , satisfy best link only, is functioning appropri

ately as the average node sm is clearly around t he target sm, however the network 

connectivity is poor. 
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Figure 4.12: Average node transmit power 

Clearly, central to this power control connectivity method is the Tmin parameter. Recall 

that a node, j , will send power control comma.nds to another node, i , if the power 

received at j from any. i is greater than Tmic" It is apparent that this parameter 

depends in turn on the number of nodes in the network, N. The grea.ter N , the higher 

the node density becomes, and the mean distances from a node to its neighbours will 

decrease. The algorithm was tested for N = 10, N = 25 and N = 50 nodes. 

As the minimum received power threshold is decreased, the controlling node connectiv

ity rises, aud a.:> TmiD approaches zero the controlling connectivity tends towards unity, 

refer to Fig. 4.16. The controlling connectivity is defined as the number of nodes a sin

gle node is sending power control commands to, expressed as a percentage by dividing 

this count by t he total number of controllable nodes, i.e. N - 1. It is not realistic to 

have a. node controlling every other node in t he network, rather it should be a. small 

subset of its closest neighbouring nodes. Usually in CDMA fast power control com

mands are sent by puncturing the transmit data bit-stream, and are not passed through 
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Figure 4. 13: Average node outage 

any forward error correction to reduce delay. However, this does have an impact on the 

chances of the power control command being received incorrectly due to interference. 

With a high controlling connectivity then if the controlled node is far away, in order 

for the command to be received without error at the node destination it may have to 

be transmitted on a pilot channel at a much greater power , and this would have a 

detrimental impact on the battery lifetime of the terminal. This is counter-productive 

to one of the goals of power control which is to extend as much as possible the terminal 

lifetime. 

Recall that the Srn. of a node is only capped in t he output data statistics and has no 

effect on the system performance. A value of 0.5, nearly three t imes the ideal Sm., was 

used for i". and as Tmin is increased beyond a certain value the average node SIR tends 

rapidly towards 1'. This particular algorithm trait is explained as follows. After some 

time, n, node i is transmitting wit h a power Pi (n) such that it is being received with a 

power greater t han Tmin only at it closest node, j . This leads to node j sending power 
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0.1S 

control commands to node i as required and expected. However, assume there are a 

few other nodes around node j that are transmitting such that they are received at j 

with power slightly less than Tmin, hence j will not attempt to control them. Due to the 

received s ignal strength dropping off with an exponential factor of 4 as the inter-node 

distance increases there will be only a few dominant nodes interfering with node j. 

Assuming there are M dominant nodes nearby j . each being received at j with a power 

~, then the SIR at j from i is: 

'1ji = M~ + TJj 
Tmin 

(4.24) 

A value of Tmin approximately the same as the background noise, "Ij, leads to an SIR 

of: 
Tlj 1 

'Yji = Mi7+Tfj ="2 (4.25) 

Clearly this would lead to node j instructing node i to decrease its power, which i would 

dutifully do. However by doing so, at the next iteration the decrease in transmission 

power could lead to the signal arriving a.t j with a power less than Tmin , which would 
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Figure 4. 15: Effect of Tmin on system outage, shadow fading disabled 
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mean than j would Dot control the power of i. If there were no other nodes sending 

power control commands to i then it would increase its power, and then be picked up 

again by j. Clearly this oscilla.tory cycle could continue indefinitely, with 'Yji oscillating 

around a value greater than the desired target , •. There could also be other nodes that 

are receiving from i with a signal less than Tmin. but actually with an SIR of greater 

t han ...,. 

Clearly the value of Tmin should not be made too large otherwise although the average 

node Srn. will be met and the system outage is zero, there will be resources wasted in 

that the nodes are transmitting with a power greater than required. However, setting a 

value of r miD that is too small could lead to unnecessary controlling node connectivity, 

requiring nodes to control nodes far away from them, which is not power efficient. 

Different permutations of parameters produce similar results, and it is not possible to 

present them all. Some conclusions can however be drawn. The minimum received 

power threshold method can not guarantee 100 % network connectivity, but when com-
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bined with the satisfy best link only transmit pow'er adaptation scheme the transmit 

power of each node can be greatly reduced while still maintaining partial network con

nectivity. In order to obtain full connectivity some other, higher level, network function 

needs to be present. 

4.7.2 Connectivity: Sm. received from greatest K nodes 

One of the disadvantages of the threshold based. method described previously is the 

hardwired value of T min: As the algorithm proceeds in time an adaptive method is 

ideally required to determine controlling node connectivity. Instead of using a threshold , 

another proposed method is for node j to send power control commands to the nodes 

from which it is receiving the most power. This number of nodes is determined by 

the simulation input parameter, K. During each power control iteration node j sorts 

through a vector of t he power received from all the other nodes, rj = (ri, r2 , . .. , rN )T, 

and updates its connectivity vector such that it will work with the greatest K of these. 
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The power received from the node itself is defined to be zero. 

Another method that a node could use to determine its controlling connectivity would 

be to use the Srn. from the greatest K nodes. As the sm is directly related to the 

received signal power it is surmised that this win lead to the same connectivity. 

Initially the system was tested with no node mobility or shadow fading. The average 

node transmit power gives an indication of the ability of the algorithm to find a feasible 

power solution. From Fig. 4.17 it is clear that the only transmit power scheme that 
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Figure 4.17: Effect of K on average transmit power (dB). shadow fading disabled 

maintains stability is the satisfy best link only scheme. All the other methods lead to a 

positive feedback effect which causes the transmit power to continuously ramp up until 

the maximum allowable power, set in the simulat ion parameters to 0 dB, is reached. 

As the number of controlled nodes, K, is increased beyond 2 there is no effect on the 

average connectivity and o~tage. With the connectivity parameter, K, set to one it 

was noticed that there ~as a large variance in the average node transmission powers 

between simulation runs. For the majority of the simulation runs the average power 
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would usually be in the region of approximately -50 dB, but occasionally the average 

would be much greater at around -8 dB. The result is that t hese occasional non-ideal4 

runs skew the average greatly. As K is increased, and the t ransmission power of a node 

affected by a single dominant decrease power control command. the network is more 

likely to converge to a minimum power solution. A connectivity control parameter 

of K ~ 2 leads to the lowest average node transmit power, but this is subsequently 

negatively offset by the lowest true connectivity of t he power adaptation schemes. The 

t rue connectivity and outage graphs are given respectively by Figures 4.18 and 4.19. 
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Figure 4.18: Effect of K on average node true connectivity 

The worst functioning power adaptation algorithm is the satisfy all links method. Re

call the functioning of this transmit power adaptation scheme: a node will increase its 

power if it receives any increase commands. As K is increased. a node will send control 

signals to nodes further away, leading to a positive feedback effect that causes all the 

nodes to saturate their transmit power at the upper limit. With K set to one not all 

the nodes are t ransmitting with the maximum power, and this leads to the maximum 

(Some or all of the nodes are transmitting at m.a.ximum poo, .... et' 
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true connectivity for this connectivity / aciaptation combination. 

10 
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The weighted mean approach was tested using three different combinations: WM 1:1, 

WM: 2: 1 and WM 1:2. The format of this nomenclature is increase:decrease, so a 

2:1 ratio means that the increase commands are twice as important as the decrease 

commands. As an example to enhance clarity, if a node is using WM 1:2 and asswning 

it is receiving two decrease commands, it will increase its power only if it is being 

instructed to by more than four other nodes. The satisfy best link only can be seen 

as a special cases of the weighted mean approach where the scaling factor is infinite, 

i.e. WM 1:00, and similarly the satisfy all links could be interpreted as WM oo:!. 

These relationships can. be seen from the average transmit power graph , Fig. 4.17, 

with the WM 1:2 algorithm being less susceptible to the positive feedback effect that 

leads to transmit power saturation. On the other end of the scale, WM 2: 1 performs 

slightly better than the satisfy all links algorithm in terms of transmit power saturation. 

Whereas the satisfy all links method saturates for 8l1Y value of K greater than 2 (with a 

maximum network connectivity at K = 2) , WM 2:1 achieves a greater peak connectivity 
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(35 % when K = 3) and 'only saturates when K ~ 4. All three weighted mean variants 

produce similar peak connectivity values. Considering only average transmit power and 

true network connectivity, the apparent best scheme is the WM 1:2 method with a K 

value of five, as this leads to peak connectivity. If connectivity is not as important as 

saving energy in the mobile device, then using WM: 1:2 and a K of four leads to only 

a slight decrease in connectivity (approximately 30 %) but a 35 dB decrease in average 

node transmit power. By looking at the outage graph of Fig. 4.19, the trend indicates 

that a lower value of K produces smaller outage results, which is desired. The WM 1:1 

method results in a connectivity peak in between the WM 2:1 and WM 1:2 method, 

and a transmit power saturation with similar properties. It is surmised that with a 

WM x : y as ~ --- 00 the behaviour will mimic the satisfy all links algorithm, i.e. the 

transmit power graph will tend toward saturation at K = 3, and peak connectivity 

will occur when K = 2. Similarly, as ~ - 00 the behaviour will tend towards the 

satisfy best link only transmit power adaptation scheme. The average J?ode sm results 

were capped at l' = O . .l and generally do not contain meaningful value, so they are 

not presented.. The node controlling connectivity has also not been shown for this 

connectivity method, as it is clearly a straight line with a defining equation y = N~l' 

Enhancing the realism of the simulation by introducing shadow fading and fast mobility, 

the results generated. are very similar to the case of no mobility or shadow fading. The 

K = 1 point which seemed to cause instability under' the latter set of conditions is 

removed, and produces the lowest average node transmission for all transmit power 

adaptation algorithms except the satisfy best link only scheme, as can be seen from 

Fig. 4.20. The true network connectivity and outage results, Fig. 4.21 and Fig. 4.22 

respectively, are very similar to the when the algorithm was tested without shadow 

fading or mobility. The best transmit power adaptation scheme appears to be WM 

1: 1 with K = 3, as this achieves a network connectivity (33%) nearly equal to the 

maximum observed connectivity (approximately 35%), with an outage of around 0.1% 

using only an average transmit power of · 53 dB. 
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Figure 4.20: Effect of K on average transmit power (dB) 

Effect of interference window length, L 

98 

The mean interference defined. by (4.11) averages t,he previous L values of the instan· 

taneous interference, and is repeated. here for convenience. 

- l ' 
1;(n)~L I: l ;(t ) 

t=n-L+l 

The effect of this L par8.meter is tested. for the system where the connectivity criteria 

is SIR from greatest K nodes, and the transmit power adaptation algorithm used is 

WM 1:1 which, from the previous graphs and discussion, appeared to give the best 

overall performance. The average node transmit power, as depicted in Fig. 4.23, is 

lowest when L is set to one. It is desirable to have the transmission power as low as 

possible, as this helps conserve the valuable resources of the mobile terminals, however 

by examining the network connectivity of Fig. 4.24 and the outage as given in Fig. 4.25 

indicates that using L = 1 is not the best approach. This value of the interference 

window length leads to the lowest average network connectivity and also t he greatest 

average outage. As mentioned earlier, the ideal received power algorithm, defined 
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Figure 4.21: Effect of K on average node true connectivity 
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by (4.8) includes a term which is dependent on the variance of the interference. With 

the L parameter is set to unity, the mean interference will always be equal to the 

instantaneous interference and this has the result that the calculated variance will 

always be equal to zero, so the benefit of the increased algorithm complexity is lost. 

The zero variance also explains why the average node transmit power is a minimum, 

as there is essentially no extra padding of the SIR target, but this leads to an increased 

outage, very noticeable in Fig. 4.25. AB the interference window length is increased the 

outage drops slightly and there is also a minor increase in average node transmission 

power. Essentially, increasing L above t'WO has no major benefit to the network. If a 

value of L = 2 is used, then the effect of the signal oscillation around the ideal point 

will be reduced, as an average of the low and high point of the oscillation will be used. 
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Effect of initial transmit power 

100 

" 

When the simulation is started, and the network generated, each node has an initial 

transmit power value, which is variable via a simulation input parameter , but constant 

for each node in the network for that set of runs. The results thus far have mostly 

been generated with the initial transmit power, p(O) , equal to 1 W, or OdE. Using the 

SIR from greatl!$t K nodes connectivity criteria, and the WM 1:1 power adaptation 

routines, the effect of p (0) was tested using an initial transmit power of: 0 dB , -lOdB, 

·20 dB and -30 dB. The average node t ransmit power, given in Fig. 4.26, indicates that 

a smaller value of p (0) leads to a smaller average power. The minimum power solution 

(assuming the system is feasible) should be independent of the initial t ransmit powers, 

and thus another conclusion that can be dra.wn from this graph is that the algorithm 

does not always converge to the exact ideal solution for values of K ::;;; 3. This is typical 

of an iterative, decentralized, approach. The a.verage power is however approximately 

the same for values of ·peO) ::;;; - I OdB. If shadow fading and mobility are disabled, 
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Figure 4.23: Effect of interference window length, L, on average node transmit power 

then through direct observation of the ideal received power temporal adaptivity graph 

the convergence time (iterations) an be obtained for a single run. Convergence for a 

particular node is indicated by a region on the graph with zero gradient for a large 

period of time, as shown for example by Fig. 4.29. By observing the IRP graph for 

each node in the network, it is possible to ascertain the time at which which the node 

with the slowest convergence reaches this constant \-alue. Fig. 4.29 was generated using 

a p (0) value of -20 dB with shadow fading and mobility disabled. Using the same initial 

transmit power, but including shadow fading and fast node movement, a similar graph, 

Fig. 4.30, was obtained. The main difference is that due to the constantly varying path 

gain (due to shadow fading and fast mobility) , the !RP does not actually settle at a 

value, rather it exhibits a region of convergence. 

It was mentioned in section 2.4.6 that a node should be connected. to approximately 

six other nodes to enswe that network partitioning does not occw. From t he average 

connectivity results that have been presented it is clear that partitioning is indeed 

occurring. Using the various transmit power adaptation methods and an interference 
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Figure 4.24: Effect of interference window length, L , on average node connectivity 

window length of L = 2, Fig. 4.31 is a graph of the average node degree of connectivity 

(number of nodes that are receiving a signal from a node which satisfies the. target 

SIR). It is clear from this graph that the best average connectivity is significantly less 

than six, and this explains t he poor network connectivity results. 

4.7.3 Connectivity: maximum inte r-node distance 

The final method of controlling node connectivity tested is based on inter·node dis

tances, as discussed in section 3.3.2 . A node will issue power control signals to all the 

other nodes that are within dmax m of the controlling node. Initially shadow fading was 

disabled and t he nodes were stationary. The average node transmission power graph, 

Fig. 4.32 , indicates that using drna;c values greater than 450 m leads to saturation of the 

nodes' transmission poWers. This occurs for all the power adaptation schemes except 

the satisfy best link only method. As dma;c is increased, controlling nodes will issue a 

larger number of increase power commands, and thi<i leads to an unstable network con-
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figuration (positive feedback effect). When considering the performance of the schemes, 

and choice of dmax • the network connectivity also needs to be examined. Fig. 4.33 shows 

that a maximum average connectivity of approximately 34 % can be achieved using any 

of the weighted mean power adaptation approaches. The best operating point would 

appear to be using the WM 1:2 method with dmax = 250 m. The system outage, given 

in Fig. 4.34, is also minimized using this combination, with an average value of approx

imately 0.52 %. When the effect of shadowing and mobility are introduced into the 

model, the results are similar to the more simple scenario, the only major difference 

lies in the average node transmit power, Fig. 4.35, with dmax ~ 450m. By observing 

individual runs it was noted that for dma:,; < 450 m most of the simulation runs would 

result in an average transmit power of approximately -65 dB. However, a small number 

of runs (one or two out of one hundred) would result in a solution where some of the 

nodes would be transmitting at maximum power, making the average transmit power 

for that run fairly high. These bad runs tend to skew the transmit power average when 

taken over all the runs. If a node is substantially removed from all the other nodes, 
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Figure 4.26: Effect of initial transmit power, p (O), on average node transmit power 

then it would constantly be receiving increase commands, and since its initial transmit 

power is set to OdE, the upper limit for power (set as a simulation parameter), its 

power will remain at 0 dB for the duration of the run. When the dmax parameter is 

macle large enough (greater than 400 m) there is enough interaction between all the 

nodes to ensure that these far away nodes receive some decrease signals. 

The addition of shadow fading and mobility does not 'affect the connectivity or outage 

significantly. 

4.8 Summary 

This chapter has introduced the mathematical model for the system, and described 

the custom designed simulation environment. The important metrics for evaluating 

and comparing t he performance of the different combinations of controlling and power 

adaptation algorithms are; average network connectivity and average transmit power. 
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Figure 4.27: Effect of initial transmit power, p(O), on average node connectivity 

A large selection of results and graphs have been presented., and a short summary is as 

follows: 

• Due to the oscillatory nature of system, the target SIR should be slightly padded 

• When using the minimum receive power threshold cOlUlectivity method the best 

balance between connectivity and average node power occurs with WM 1:1, and 

a Tmin = 10-9 W. Outage is also mjnimized when this is used 

• Using the satisfy all links power adaptation method is typically very unstable, 

and leads to positive feedback effect that causes the node transmission power to 

saturate 

• Using satisfy best link only method leads to the lowest average transmission power , 

but conversely alsq produces the worst connectivity results 

• The WM 1:1 method results in a connectivity peak in between the WM 2:1 and 

WM 1:2 method , and a transmit power saturation with similar properties. It is 
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surmised that with a WM x : y as ~ _ 00 the behaviour will mimic the satisfy 

all links algorithm. 

• Similarly, as ~ _ 00 the behaviour will tend towards the satisfy best link only 

transmit power adaptation scheme. 

• WM 1:2 power adaptation routine, when used in conjWlction with the SIR from 

greatest K controlling connectivity criteria., produces the maximum network con· 

nectivity when a K value of five is used 

• If the average transmit power is more important, a slightly lower network con

nectivity can be a.ch.ieved if WM 1:1 is used with K = 2. 

• The average node transmission power can be decreased by using an interference 

window length of greater than two samples, however there is no benefit to in-

creasing the length beyond this 

• The greater than initial t ransmit power the longer the algorithm takes to converge, 
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Figure 4.29: Ideal received power temporal adaptation, no shadow fading or mobility 

and using a smaller initial value can also lead to slight gains in reducing the 

average transmission power 

• Using the maximum distance connectivity method, the best combination of pa

rameters is to use a WM 1:2 power adaptation method with a maximum inter

node distance of 250 m. 

• The maximum average connectivity achieved from all oombinations appears low. 

at around 35 %, however the outage in most circumstances was below the 1 % 

specified by the QoS parameter 

In an ad hoc network the connectivity should be high, ideally 100 % to ensure point-to.. 

point communication between any node pair, and some other measures need to be taken 

to ensure this. If the controlling connectivity matrix (which had full connectivity) was 

present, then the transmit power adaption portion of the algorithm could be tested. 

This is investigated in chapter 5. 
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Figure 4.32: Effect of dmax on average node transmit power. shadow fading and mobility 
disabled . 
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Figure 4.34: Effect of drnax on average node outage, shadow fading and mobility disabled 
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Chapter 5 

Connectivity and convergence 
analysis 

5.1 Int roduction 

One of the most basic goals of a power control algorithm is to regulate the transmission 

power of a mobile terminal so that the quality of the signal received at the intended 

destination is acceptable for reliable transmission. Usually this requirement translates 

directly into the received SIR being above some pre-specified target value. Due to 

time varying channel gains and the changing transmit powers of a.ll the other nodes in 

the net'ivork, a power control algorithm will continuously operate, striving to maintain 

an acceptable connection. In a traditional cellular system, the mobile needs only to 

maintain a connection with its corresponding base station. If every mobile (and base 

station) satisfies this single link condition, then the network is guaranteed. to be strongly 

connected, Le. point-to-point communication between any node pair is possible. The 

situation in an ad hoc network is rather different however. In order to ensure full 

network connectivity a node may have to maintain an acceptable connection at more 

than one target node. So far very little research has been done on analyzing the impact 

that connectivity issues · in an ad hoc network have on transmit power. This chapter 

attempts to gain some initial insight into the existence of a feasible power solution given 

112 
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an arbitrary connectivity. Using an example network with pre.-specified connectivity, 

the ability of the various transmit power adapution schemes introduced in chapter 3.4 

to evolve to the final (desired) network is presented. 

5.2 Interference functions 

5.2.1 Overview 

In wireless communication systems the power control problem can be reduced to finding 

a system transmit power vector, p , that achieves the srn target of each node. This srn 
requirement can be modelled as an interference function, I (p ), which is dependent on 

all the other users' transmit powers. The srn target of node m will be satisfied if m 

transmits with a power greater than that defined by the interference function 

Pm ~ [m(P) (5.1) 

The system transmit power vector, p , is given by: 

(5.2) 

If p satisfies the interference function for every index, then the solution is said to be 

feasible. 

Under the assumption that the other users do not change their transmit powers, the 

output power of node i in the next power control iteration is given by: 

Pm (n + 1) = Im (p (n)) (5.3) 

This sets the transmit power of the node to exactly what is required to satisfy the SIR 

requirements at the target. If the other nodes were to not change their power and all 

the path gains were to remain constant then this would be the final solution , as the 

interference function for node m would not change. However, as this algorithm is run 

at all the nodes any change in node m 's transmit power would affect the interference 
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function of all the other nodes, so they would also adapt their transmit powers. This, 

coupled with the stochastic nature of the path gains, ensures the algorithm will operate 

continuously. 

Given an traditional cellular system with fixed base station assignment (possibly spec

ified by base station pilot signals or other extrinsic means) , the SIR target of node m 

at base station I . 'Y/m.. is given by: 

Defining J.L/m as: 

( ) 
gf~ 

I'f~ P = N 

E Plc . 9/k + TJI 
.,.~ 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

and having node m assigned to base station am, t he sm target power requirement can 

be written: 

>. ~~ 
Pm? 1l<> ... m (p) 

which gives the the interference function for node m under a fixed assignment. 

5.2.2 Standard interference functions 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

A technique first proposed by Yates [231 is used to evaluate the convergence properties 

of an algorithm that uSes the iteration defined by (5.3). A special class of interfer

ence functions are termed standard interference functions if t hey satisfy the following 

requirements: 

• Positivity 

• Monotonicity 
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• Scalability 

The positivity property states that the transmit power of every node must be greater 

than zero: 

positivity: I (p ) > 0 (5.8) 

This property is necessary to overcome receiver noise, and to stop the all zero power 

vector which is feasible in a completely impractical way. The vector inequality is taken 

over every component. 

Given two arbitrary power vectors, p and p i, with P ~ p', the monotonicity property 

is satisfied if the interference function using system transmit power vector p is greater 

than when using p' 

monotonicity: if p ~ pi , then I (p ) ~ I (p') (5.9) 

The scalability criteria is based on the premise that if under a power vector p a node i 

has achieved its target SIR, then if all transmit powers are uniformly scaled i will have 

a greater than acceptable connection with its target. As the receiver noise, 1], is not 

influenced by P , any increase in transmit power wiU reduce the effect that t he noise 

has on the SIR. 

scalability: for all 0 > 1 , et · l (p ) > 1(0' p ) (5. 10) 

5.2.3 Proof of synchronous standard power control algorithm 

If the interference function is standard, then the transmit power adaptation iteration 

of (5.3) is termed a standard power control algorithm. Beginning with a system transmit 

power vector, p , iterating the standard power control algorithm n times produces the 

vector 1" (p ). Assuming that the interference function, I (p ), is feasible, the convergence 

properties of the standard power control algorithm are presented. 
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T heor em 1 If (1 fixed point of a standard power control algorithm exists, the. fixed point 

is unique 

P roof: T heorem 1 Given that p and p ' are different fixed points, then since I (p ) > 0 

(positivity property of standard interference function) for all p , there must be Pi > 0 

and Pi > 0 for all i. Without loss of generality it can be assumed. that there exists an 

i such that Pi < p~ , and hence an Q > 1 exists such that 0" P ~ p'. Also, for some i, 

0: • Pi = pi· Applying the monotonicity and scalability properties implies 

(5.11) 

However, since Pi = a . Pi this is a contradiction, and this implies the fixed point must 

be unique. 0 

Lemma 1 If a feasible power vector p exists, then r' (p ) is a monotone decreasing 

sequence of feasible power vectors that converges to the fixed point, p • . which is unique. 

Proof: Le mma 1 Assume the initial transmit power vector (time n = 9) is P (0) = 

p , and p en) = In (p ). The feasibility of p leads to p ( l ) ~ p (O) = p . Suppose 

p (n) :;;; p (n - 1), then by the monotonicity property I (p (n» :;;; I (p (n - 1» . Then 

p(n);' I (p (n)) = p (n+ 1) (5.12) 

so p (n) is a monotone decreasing sequence of feasible power vectors, and since p en) is 

bounded from below by the zero vector, Theorem 1 implies that the sequence generated 

by r' (p ) converges to p . , the unique fixed point. 0 

Lemma 1 implies that for any initial (feasible) starting vector p , the fixed point p. is 

the solution to the interference function definition, p ~ I (p ). Also, p ~ p . and so the 

solution uses the minimum transmission power . 

Lemma 2 Given a feasible standard interference junction, I (p ), then staning from 

the all zero power vector, z, the standard power control algorithm produces a monotone 

increasing sequence of power vectors that ctmverges to the unique fixed point p • . 
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Proof: Lemma 2 Clearly z (O) < p ' , and z (1) = I (z (0» = I"(z) ;;=: z. If z ~ z (1) ~ 

... ::;;;; z (n) ~ p' and from the monotonicity property 

p . = I (p· );' I (z (n));' I (z (n -I» =z(n) (5.13) 

So, p' ~ z (n + 1) ~ z (n). Thus the sequence of z (n) is nondecreasing and upper 

bounded by p'. Then, from Theorem 1, z (n) has to converge to the fixed point p' . 0 

Theorem 2 Given a fetUible standard interference function, I (p ), then for any initial 

transmi t power vector P J the standard power contf1)1 algorithm converyes to p" , a unique 

ji:Led point. 

Proof: Theorem 2 If the standard interference function is feasible, then a unique 

fixed point p' exists. This unique point has to be positive for every i , pi > 0, and for 

any initial p there exists an a > 1 such that a· p" ~ p . Due to the sca1ability property 

the existence of a . p ' is guaranteed to be feasible. Then, Z , P ~ a' p. and due to 

monotonicity: 

(5.14) 

where z (n) = :rn (z ). From lemmas 1 and 2, 

lim I" (Q. p. ) = lim p. = I" (z ) = p. 
n ..... oo n-oo 

(5.15) 

and thus for any p the standard power control algorithm produces a sequence of power 

vectors that converges to the unique fixed point p •. D 

In the preceding proof, it is assumed that all the nodes update their powers simultane

ously, however an asynchronous extension to the standard power control algorithm has 

also been proven (231. 

5.3 Ad hoc networks 

\Vhen considering an ad hoc network it is useful to first look at a simple example, such 

as that depicted in Fig. 5.1 where 5 nodes are randomly placed, and the connectivity has 
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already been defined. This predetermined connectivity may have been obtained from 

ronting information or some e."cternal input. Once the desired connectivity is defined it. 

is possible to set up a system of equations describing the network behavior. Specifically, 

for each node that node m is connected to, an SIR inequality can be obtained. 

5 

Figure 5.1: Sample ad hoc network with pre-defined connectivity 

For example, the Srn. at node 1 as a result of node 2 , 112, is given by: 

1>2 . 912 
112 = -,---"-'--=-, 

L PI.' 91k + '71 
k;ll!l,2 

(5.16) 

By introducing a rnin.imum SIR target , "'I. , and replacing the equality with an inequality 

the minimum transmit power for node 2 if it is to successfully communicate with node 

1 is given by: 

1'0 ,; _,_"''''-_. ~9~12,---_ , 

Rearranging and solving for 1'2: 

1'0 
"';>_. 

912 

L: Pk' 91k + '11 
k,!ol,2 

(5.17) 

(5.18) 

Similar equations can be written for every node that node 2 is communicating with. 

Thus the minimum power that node 2 needs to transmit at in order for the signal to 

be successfully received at node 3 is given by; 

1'0 
"';>_. 

922 
(5.19) 
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And similarly for nodes 4 and 5: 

1'2 " .:L. (t Pk· 94k + ~,) 
942 k#4.2 

(5 .20) 

P2".:L. (t P'.95k+"') 
952 k# ,2 

(5.21) 

Introducing the connectivity matrix, A , where each element a.;j = 1 if the SIR target 

at node i is to be satisfied by j, and a.;j = 0 otherwise. For the network given in Fig. 5. 1 

the defined connectivity matrix is given by 

0 1 0 0 1 

1 0 1 1 1 

A = IO;;J = 0 1 0 1 0 (5.22) 

0 1 1 0 1 

1 1 0 1 0 

The transmit power requirements of node 2 ensuring that the Silt target at node n are 

satisfied can be re-written as: 

p~n} ~ an:? . "Y •• (t Pk . 9nk + Tfn) , for all 1 < n < 5 
9n2 /;;#n,2 

(5 .23) 

The connectivity element. Q.jj, acts as a boolean switch, indicating whether that partic

ular constraint is to be met or not. If a..j = 1 then node j needs to satisfy the Srn. target 

at node i. The connectivity matrix always has zeros down diagonal, Le. a.:. = O. To 

determine the transmit power of the node, the minimum transmit power which satisfies 

all the connectivity constraints should be used: 

1'2 = '"f' [<>n' . 7 · . (t p,. 9nk +~n)] ,£0' alll < n < 5 
9n2 1<"",1'\,2 

(5.24) 

More generally, the transmit power of any node, rn, in a network of N nodes is given 

[<>n~ . 7 · 
Pm = max 

ne.N 9nm 
(5.25) 
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The set, N, from which a node can choose its constraints is given in this instance by 

an the other nodes in the network, however under certain circumstances it may be 

necessary to limit t his set. 

Looking more closely at (5 .23), it can be expressed as 

(n) ...... anm . "( (~ ) aJ N Pm ~ . ~Pk·g ... k-Pm.·g.~m+1Jn , for ll < m< 
gnm 

k~n 

(5.26) 

p!::) ~ Clnm' 'Y . L VI;.' 9n,k + '1']... _ tlnm' 'Y • (Pm . 9nm) ,for aliI < m < N (5.27) . (N ) . 
gnm k~n 9nm 

p!::) . (1 + a...m· ,() ~ a...m· 'Y • . (t Pk ' 9nJ: +TJn) , for alll < m < N 
gnm kFn 

(5.28) 

(
N ) an .... . 'Y~' E PI;. . gnk + 1Jn 

p~)~ k#n , foralll<n <N 
9nm·(1+a...m·Y) 

(5.29) 

() llnm',· ·Rn p';: ~ (1 ), forall l < n<N 
gnm . + anm . "T 

(5.30) 

where Rn term is the total received power at node n. 

If node m is to satisfy the SIR targets on all its defined links, then the minimum 

transmit power for the node is given by: 

[ 
,,"m·,' · Rn 1 

Pm = m.ax ( ) , foral.ll<m <N 
nEN gnm' 1 +a.. .... . , . (5.31) 

From (5.31) it is possible to define the interference function for any node, j, in the 

system. 

Im(P) = max [ ~(. ,y- .R.. )] , for all I < m< N 
'IleN 9nm· I + Clnm . 'Y* 

(5.32) 
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If the power control iterations given by (5.32) can be shown to be standard, then 

convergence to the unique optimal operating point, p. , is assured assuming a solution 

exists. 

The positivity criteria will always be satisfied, as all of the quantities in the RHS 

of (5.32) are real, positive values, and only when a node. m, is not connected to any 

other nodes (all Clim = 0). or the SIR target is set to zero will the interference function 

be equal to zero. These two situations are not meaningful, so positivity is assured.. The 

non-zero, positive, receiver noise will also always ensure that Im (p ) > 0 

Given two system transmit power vectors, p and p', with p ~ pi for at least one element 

(excluding node rn), the total received power at node m will be greater under vector 

p than p', and so consequently the interference functions will satisfy the monototlicity 

property. I'm (p ) ~ Im (p ') 

For any er > 1, testing the scalability property, substitution into (5.32) and expanding 

Rn gives: 

[

a·. a"m . 7 ' . f: (P •. gnk) + a . a"m . 'In] 
". et·lm(p )=rna.x ( ) ,foralll<m<N 

neN 9nm' 1 + tlnm . Y' 

(5.33) 

Using power vector et· p, substituting into (5.32) results in: 

[ 

N ] 
et • anm . ...,. . E (Pi.: . 9nJiJ + Unm . t1n 

'" [m {a· p )=max ( ) ,fo,,1l1<m<N 
neN 9nm' l +anm ·,· 

(5.34) 

When using this new scaled power vector the receiver noise is not affected by the 

increase in transmit power, so the relationship er· I (p ) > 1 (0' p ) holds. A result of 

this is that if a node has an acceptable connection under p , then if all the nodes' powers 

are scaled up uniformly the node will have a better connection than before. Thus the 

scalability criteria is also satisfied and the interference function defined by (5.32) is 
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proven to be standard. 

Given a fixed assignment A matrLx where each node needs to satisfy an SIR target at 

only one other node, (5.32) reduces to a scenario analogous to a cellular system: 

0 " . R" 
Pm:;t ( ),foralll <m<N 

9a.,.m· 1 + , . (5.35) 

where am indicates the node to which m is communicating. Cellular systems with 

similar defining equations have been widely studied, and in vector notation the system 

power equations can be expressed as: 

p ~ Hp +'1 (5.36) 

where H and 5 represent the normalized gain matrix and the normalized noise vector 

respectively. 

{ 

..., ' ·g~i; if j # i, <1i 
H ~ !h;i] ~ g.;. 

o otherwise 
(5.37) 

(5.38) 

If the system is feasible. t he solution for p can be derived. from (5.36). The minimum 

power solut ion, p ", is obtained by replacing the inequality with an equality, and solving 

for p : 

p'~ Hp' + 11 

p' (I-H)~ lI 

p' ~ (I - H )-' 11 

where I represents the N by N identity matrix. 

(5.39) 

(5.40) 

(5.41 ) 

The normalized gain matrix, H , is nonnegative in that every element of H ~ O. The H 

matrix is also primitive as H 2 > 0, and these two conditions imply t hat H is irreducible. 

From the theory of Peuon and F'robenius in matrix theory, 142), a nonnegative and 
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irreducible matrix has an eigenvalue known as the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue, OT 

more commonly the spectral radius, PH, which is the maximum eigenvalue of H . 

Given a system of equations, p = Hp + 1], and the fact that H is a square, nonnegative, 

irreducible matrix, a nonnegative solution for p exists only if PH < 1. If the constant 

SIR target, "y., is factored out of H , leaving a new matrix, H, with H = , •. H, then 

the feasibility of the system (nonnegative power vector p. ) can be derived from (5.39) 

and the PerroD and F'robenius condition for the spectral radius of H : 

PH ~ p(H ) ~ pC,.· ii) 

p(,· ii)<1 
• 1 

, < p(ii) 

(5.42) 

(5.43) 

(5.44) 

Existence of a feasible solution for p. is assured when the inverse of the maximum 

eigenvalue of the ii matrix is less than the desired target srn. If the standard power 

control algorithm is used then convergence to an optimal power vector is. assured. 

Concentrating on an ad hoc network with arbitrary connectivity matrix, the transmis

sion power of node m is given by (5.25)' repeated here for convenience: 

Pm ~ max [a...m " •. ( t Pk·g.k +,.)] ,1o, all 1 < m < N 
nEN gn7n k" r n ,7n 

Separating the total received power into received signal and noise components: 

[ . ( N ) .] Cln7n . I "-ri7n . I . l1n 
p .... =max . L Pk·gnk + , foralll <m<N 

neN gn.... 9n7n 
k;li!n , .... 

(5.45) 

In pseudo-vector form. the transmit power of node m is given by P .... = h mP + '1m. 

which consists of a normalized path row vector term. hm• and a normalized noise term, 

'1m. The noise term is given by: 
.,-.". 

'1m ~-

g.m 
(5.46) 
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where the index n is the node that is used in the maximization in 5.45. Node tl.m is the 

transmit destination of node m which maximizes the power requirements. 

7lm = argmax [anm . ..., •. ( t Pk' 9nk) + a".m .. ,,( . 7Jn] , for all 1 < m < N 
neN 9nm k;o/'n,m 9nm 

(5.47) 

The n vector has element 11; indicating which target node dominates the transmit power 

equations for node i. 

The b m row vector is tbe particular set of normalized path gains that (along with the 

noise term) leads to tbe maximization of (5.45). 

{ 

"''' '9", ifj-:j:.m n 
h m ~ [hj) ~ ,.- ' 

o otherwise 
(5.48) 

Taken over all the nodes, the system power vector p = Hp + fJ can be solved in the 

same manner as q.escribed earlier, with H and fJ as: 

H ~ [h;j) ~ ,.; , 
{ 

"""'9"1 if j # i n 

o otherwise 
(5.49) 

(5.50) 

where once again the n index indicates which is the critical equation requiring the 

greatest transmit power. 

Conditions for the existence of a feasible power vector are as before, except the definition 

of the normalized path gain matrix, H , and the normalized noise vector , '1') , are as 

given by (5.49) and (5.50) respectively, hov.-ever as t he n index, given by (5.47), is 

dependent on the system transmit power it is not immediately apparent how this could 

be analytically solved. However, through the use of the custom designed simulation 

tool H and 'I') can be calculated and then used to determine an optimum minimum 

power solution given by: 

(5.51) 
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5 .4 C on nectiv ity a n alysis 

Using the pre-defined strongly connected network of Fig. 5.2, the various transmit 

power adaptation algorithms introduced in chapter 3.4 are tested for their ability to 

achieve the desired input network. 

o 
6 8 

2 
9 

7 • 
Figure 5.2: Sample ad hoc network with pre-defined connectivity (#1) 

Two separate algorithms were tested with the networks defined in Figures 5.2 and 5.9. 

Using the pTe.-defined connectivity, the various transmit pO"NeT adaptation algorithms 

defined in Chapter 3 are tested for their ability to converge to the desired. network 

topology. 

5 .4.1 Satisfy best link only 

Initially, a stationary network was simulated, and the shadow fading term of the loss 

model was constant at 0 dB. Using the sat;.,/y best link only transmit pov.·er adaptation 

scheme resulted in the algorithm converging to a solution after approximately 290 

iterations. This convergence was observed to occur last at node 8. The mean average 

transmit power of the nodes was 1.6 x 10- 6 W, with an average SIR of 0.208 achieved. 

This indicates that a minimum power solution has been found, but the true network 

connectivity, X = 0.22, is low; which based. on the results presented in chapter 4 is 

typical of this power adaptation scheme. The calculated outage was observed to be 
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zero. The topology after the algorithm has run for 600 iterations is shown in Fig. 5.3, 

the very fragmented resulting network can be clearly seen. A half-link between nodes 

i and j mean that j is successfully communicating with i. but not vice-versa. For 

example, in Fig. 5.3, node 5 is being received1 at node 2, but the SIR at node 5 from 

node 2 does not exceed the minimum target sm. When node mobility and shadow 

o 

O~\ 
r~ 

FigUre 5.3: Network # 1, satisfy best link only 

fading were introduced into the model, the outage increased slightly, but was still less 

than 0.01 % and the mean Sm. and average true network connectivity both decreased 

slightly. All of these are indicative of the time varying channel interfering with the 

algorithms ability to converge to a solution and to accurately track it after convergence 

has been attained. 

Using this t ransmit power adaptation scheme, even in conjunction with desired topology 

information still results in a network that is disconnected and t hus not suitable for 

implementation in an ad hoc network. 

5 .4.2 Satisfy all links 

Given the same desired input topology combined with the sati3fy all links t ransmit 

power adaptation results in much better performance. The network topology resulting 

is almost identical to the desired input topology, as can be seen from Fig. 5.4. The 

1 SIR is above pre-specified target 
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only difference is the addition of a few extra links: node 8 is able to communicate 

directly with node 0, and similarly node 5 i~ able to reach node 1. Without any 

6 8 

3 

• 
Figure 5.4: Network #1 , satisfy all links 

SIR cap (described in section 4.7.1 page SS) t he mean despread sm of the system 

was 18.33 dB, which compared to the ideal of 10 dB is much greater than required, 

however this is to be expected, as a node will increase its power given any increase 

command. A minimum power solution is achieved, with an average node transmit 

power of 2.376 x 10-5 W (-46dB). Although this is an order of magnitude increase 

over the satisfy best link only method, the network is in a strongly connected state, 

with point-to-point coIIlJD.unication possible between any node pair. 

The addition of fast mobility and shadow fading, resulted in a decrease in the average 

true connectivity, as although the vast majority of simulation runs resulted in a mean 

transmit power of approximately ·50 dB, occasionally a run would converge to a much 

greater average power, around -15 dB with some of the nodes transmitting at maximum 

power. Clearly, this large variance is a result of an algorithm with WlStable regions, 

indicative of the positive feedback effect that is inherent with the method whereby a 

node increases its power if any other nodes demands an increase. 
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5.4.3 Satisfy arithmetic mean 

Using the satisfy arithmetic mean and a 1:1 increase:decrease ratio results in the final 

topology displayed in Fig. 5.5. The mean connectivity is 46 % and the average transmit 

power is 3.152 x 10-6 W (-55 dB). Node 5 is able to communicate through a multihop 

fashion to any other node in the network, but the algorithm fails in terms of maintaining 

network connectivity. 

o 

~ 
9 

Figure 5.5: Network #1, weighted mean 1:1 

o 

2:~/5~_~p9 

Figure 5.6: Network #1 , weighted mean 2:1 

Emphasizing the importance of the increa.se commands, the WM 2:1 transmit power 

adaptation algorithm produces the topology of Fig. 5.6. Clearly the resulting topology 

is strongly connected, and the average transmit power is l.OS x lO-s W (-49.7 dB). The 
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resulting topology differs slightly from the desired input topology, but with the only 

negative factor being the absence of the dual link 3 ...... 5. 

5 .4.4 Optim u m power algorit h m 

The previous methods all used the single bit controlling connectivity scheme described 

in chapter 3 in conjunction with the pre-specified conne<:tivity matrix. Based on the 

algorithm derived in section 5.3 the same connectivity was tested using the new algo

rithm. 

Given the connectivity information the simulation calculates (for every node in the 

network) the power required to satisfy the desired connectivity. The maximillIl of these 

calculates powers is then set as the new transmission power, and the next iteration 

proceeds similarly. In essence, the simulation does the calculation defined by (5.49) for 

every node in the network to obtain the normalized gain matrix, H. 

By determining the spectral radius of the H matrix, the given topology can be anaiyzed 

to determine if a feasible solution exists. Recall the condition for a feasible solution: 

the spectral radius of the normalized gain matrix must be less tha~ unity: PH < 1 

The maximum modulus eigenvalue of the network given in Fig. 5.2 was found to be 

0.736 which satisfies the feasibility solution. This value is constant over the course of 

the simulation as their is no change in the path gains. 

Using the new optimum pov.--er algorithm the transmission power adaptation of the 

system was noted to be much quicker, achieving convergence in approximately 50 iter· 

ations. The average node transmission pov.-er was 1.337 x 10-5 W (·48.7dB), which is 

approximately the same value as obtained using the single-bit controlling scheme. The 

final topology obtained is identical to that given in Fig. 5.4. 

As the H matrix and the T1 vector are both calculable, the ideal minimum power 

solution, as given by (5.51) can be determined. For the given network, t he minimum 
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power vector was obtained (calculated), and it was observed that the optimal power 

control algorithm was ablf! to exactly achieve the analytic solution. Fig. 5.7 shows the 

adaptation of the calculated optimal transmit power and actual adaptation of transmit 

power for node 5. Convergence to the solution is achieved after approximately 70 

iterations, and this valu'e is maintained indefinitely. The ideal transmit power vector 

remains constant over the course of the simulation except for the first few iterations 

where it quickly adjusts to the final value. All nodes exhibit the same trends . 

. r\~-'~--~~-'==~~~~ '1- . Optimum Ix power 1 
-5 '. - Mapted Ix power . 

. ',' 

.: ..... 

.... 

-40 

-45 ... 
-. - - - - - - - --I. 20 ,. 4. 50 60 7. 80 90 100 

Iterations 

Figure 5.7: Adaptation of optimum and actual t ransmit power over time for node 5 

When :shadow fwliug and mobility are included in the model, the spectral radius is no 

longer constant, but varies over the course of a simulation run , and typically was in the 

range of between 0.72 and 0.9. Every simulation iteration the calculated ideal power 

vector also varies, and exact convergence to this vector is not possible, however the 

algorithm is able to accurately track the changes, as indicated in Fig. 5.8. 

Introducing a slightly more stringent topology, given in Fig. 5.9 leads to vastly different 

results. The spectral radius was calculated to be 3.061 , whicil would imply that the 
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Figure 5.8: Adaptation of optimum and actual transmit power over time for node 5, 
shadow fading and node mobility included 

desired topology is not feasible. The calculated optimum transmit power vector con· 

tained components with negative values, indicative of the infeasibility of the proposed 

topology. Upon running the algorithm, all the nodes start to ramp up their transmis

sion power until the majority of them reach their upper limit, the average power was 

0.956 W (-O.195dB). This resulting topology, depicted in Fig. 5.10, shows the network 

becomes partitioned. 

Althougb not exhaustively tested, the two sample networks confirm the theory. If 

the given topology has a feasible solution, i.e. PH < 1, then the standard powe.r 

control algorithm given by (5.45) is able to achieve a minimum power solut ion in finite 

time. When t he system is not feasible t he algorithm is quickly able to detect the 

infeasibility, and then the problem becomes one of ideal topology selection. 
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6 8 
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9 

3 

Figure 5.9: Sample ad hoc network with pte-defined connectivity (#2) 

o 
~ 

2 
-09 

7 

Figure 5.lD: Network #2, using optimal transmit power algorithm 

5.5 Summary 

This chapter introduced. t he concept of an interference function, a tool that can be 

used. in the analysis of a power control algorithm. It was shown that if a power con

trol algorithm conforms to a class defined as a standard power control algorithm then 

convergence to a minimum power solution is assured. 

A model for an ad hoc network where the connectivity is known (pre-specified. by some 

other means) was derived and the conditions for the existence of a feasible solution 

presented. Using the pte.-defined connectivity matrix and the satisfy all links transmit 

power adaptation algorithm, the desired topology was achieved for the test case, how

ever when shadow fading and node mobility were introduced the average node transmit 
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power was noted to exhibit a large variance bet:Ween simulation runs, indicating that 

the algorithm is not stable. 

An adaptive power control algorithm for ad hoc networks was proposed, and it was 

shown to conform to the definition of a standard power control algorithm. This algo

rithm was tested using ~wo sample networks, and where the topology was feasible the 

algorithm was able to exactly obtain the minimum power solution. In the second case, 

the desired topology was infeasible, and the algorithm quickly saturated.. 



Chapter 6 

Conclusions 

This dissertation focused on power control in ad hoc networks. Power control is a. 

crucial element in any wireless communication system (especially COMA based), as 

it allows the shared channel capacity to be maximized while striving for minimum 

energy solutions. Power control is also useful in extending node lifetime due to the 

mobile nodes ba.ttery limitations. All the results generated were produced with various 

custom designed. software simulation environments. 

6.1 Dissertation summary 

The introductory chapter discussed the concept of a wireless network, and introduces 

the notion of an ad MC network. The subject of power control was also elaborated. 

upon, and its necessity in a wireless network explained. Current ad hoc network im

plementation such as WLAN and Bluetooth were also briefly covered.. 

Chapter 2 provided a more in depth discussion of power control, explaining some of 

the pertinent concepts. A literature survey of selected power control techniques used 

in cellular and ad hoc networks was also presented.. 

A distributed power control algorithm was described in Chapter 3. The algorithm 

134 
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consists of two separate components; controlling connectivity criteria, and transmit 

power adaptation. One of the problems in an ad hoc network is the lack of defined 

connect ivity. It is the aim of power control to establish a strongly connected topology, 

and the goal of the controlling connectivity criteria is to select which nodes a single node 

should controL A node will send power control commands to the nodes which it deems 

suitable, Le. those that pass t he connectivity criteria. Four methods of determining 

this criteria were proposed: signal received above some predefined thresbold, maximum 

inter-node distance based, control the K nodes received with t he greatest power and 

control the K nodes received with the greatest SIR. The decision as to issue an increase 

or decrease control signal is based upon an ideal received power (borrowed from a 

cellular system) which takes into account second order s ignal statistics to guarantee QoS 

requirements. The transmit power adaptation portion of the algorithm determines how 

a node should interpret its received power control commands. The methods proposed 

include: increase power if any node commands an increase (satisfy all links), decrease 

power if any node commands a decrease (satisfy best link only), do majority command 

(ne twork fair) and emphasize t rend (weighted mean). 

The system model for the ad hoc network was presented in Chapter 4. Mathematical 

models for the total path loss, including distance attenuation and shadow fading were 

formulated. A method of calculating the ideal received power factor , as described in 

section 3.4.2, was presented and a general description of t he simulation environment 

given. The results indicate that no combination of connectivity criteria and transmit 

power adaptation are able to guarantee that t he network remains strongly connected.. 

Typically, using the sati$fy best link only power adaptation method achieves the lowest 

average transmit power but also has the worst resulting connectivity; rendering it 

unusable for implementation in an ad hoc network. A connectivity of approximately 

35 % is achievable if the SIR from greatest K nodes is used in conjunction with the 

WM 1:1 transmit power adaptation method. 

Chapter 5 introduced the concept of an interference function, which is a tool devel-
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aped to aid in the analysis of a power control algorithm. A special type of interference 

function known as a standard interference function was presented, and the proof of a 

synchronous system given. A mathematical model for an ad hoc network was devel

oped. Given a desired (known) topology, a distributed iterative algorithm was derived 

and shown to be standard. An optimal power vector was derived , and the conditions 

given for convergence of the system to the ideal system transmit vector. Using a prede

fined network with known desired connectivity, the various transmit power adaptation 

algorithms proposed in chapter 4 were tested for their ability to converge to the pr~ 

posed topology. The satisfy best link only algorithm was shown to lead to large scale 

partitioning of the network, confirming it as an inappropriate choice for an ad hoc net

work. T he satisfy all links power adaptation algorithm was able to achieve the desired 

topology, but when shadow fading and fast mobility were introduced into the system it 

was observed that occasionally the t ransmit power of some of the nodes in the system 

would saturate at t he maximum power, indicative of the unstable positive feedback 

nature. Using the iterative method proposed, the same network topologies were tested, 

and it was found that when the system was feasible the algorithm was able to adapt 

to the calculated optimum power vector. AD. unfeasible topology input resulted in the 

calculated optimum power vector containing negative components, and the algorithm 

quickly saturated for most of the nodes. 

6.2 Future d irect ions 

D ue to the packet based. nature of all the transmissions, a node can switch power levels 

depending on how t he data packet needs to be routed.. Thus the node uses only the 

minimum power required to transmit that particular packet to the node, and 100 % 

connectivity a t every time instant would not be necessary, as the node could buffer the 

data and t ransmit at a later. stage. Test ing the performance of such a scheme however 

would need an accurate traffic generation algorithm, as well as the implementation of 

one of the established ad hoc routing protocols, and is beyond the scope of this research. 
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